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"The professional man has no right to be

other than a continuous student."

G. V. Black
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Dedication
The 1955 issue of the Dental Columbian has been dedicated to an outstanding mem-

ber of the teaching staff of the dental school, Edward V. Zegarelli. Dr. Zegarelli

exemplifies the ideal qualifications a teacher of dentistry should have. He is a student of

progressive teaching methods, a dynamic and stimulating teacher and lecturer, as well as

an active practitioner. In his courses in Diagnosis Dr. Zegarelli continually correlates the

basic sciences with clinical experience, giving the student an appreciation of the intimate

relationship which must necessarily exist between his theoretical background and clinical

future. Dr. Zegarelli's personal warmth and enthusiasm have proven to be an inspiration

to all.

Since he undertook the study of Dentistry, Dr. Zegarelli has steadily walked the path

to greater achievements. After receiving an A.B. from Columbia University in 1934, he

entered the School of Dental and Oral Surgery, receiving his D.D.S. in 1937. He also

received a Master of Science Degree in Pathology from the University of Chicago in

1943; this followed full-time study on a Fellowship which he had been awarded by that

University in 1939.

Since entering the Division of Oral Diagnosis in 1937, Dr. Zegarelli has risen from

Assistant in Dentistry to Associate Professor. He is now head of Oral Diagnosis and

Roentgenology, has contributed greatly to research, and is in the process of writing several

texts for both medicine and dentistry.

Not only has Dr. Zegarelli been active at Columbia, but he has managed to achieve

much in the field of dentistry on a national scale. From 1940-50 he was a special con-

sultant of dentistry for the Veterans Administration, Bureau of Medicine in Washing-

ton. He is a diagnostic consultant in New York City and Regional Head of the North-

east sector of the U.S. in dental diagnosis for some sixteen hospitals. He is a fellow

of the American College of Dentists and is Secretary-Treasurer of Omicron Kappa

Upsilon. If one attends the various society meetings in this part of the country he will

undoubtedly have an opportunity of hearing Dr. Zegarelli lecturing to one group or

another.

Somehow he has found time to be an active participant in his community, having

been Chairman of the Good Government Council of North Tarrytown and a Trustee of

the Village, acting as Police Commissioner. He has four sons—at least one of whom
he says is sure to be a dentist, and he loves to putter around his 3.2 acre "farm" in his

tractor.

We of the senior class feel particularly indebted to Dr. Zegarelli because he has

broadened our perspectives and personifies the ideals which Columbia has established

—

namely, the importance of the patient as a complex organism, the mouth being an

integral part of that being, whose function depends on the health of the individual and

reciprocally whose function affects the health of the individual. We would like to thank

him for the very important part he has played in making our dental school careers both

stimulating and enjoyable.
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LESTER W. BURKET, D.D.S., M.D., Dean
School of Dentistry, University of Pennsylvania

The rapid strides made by Dentistry in research,

prevention and a more comprehensive health service

during the last decades have had a marked influence

on the objectives of dental education. As dentistry

has approached professional maturity, its representa-

tives are being called upon to assume increased par-

ticipation in the affairs of the community. It is the

responsibility of the dental educators to graduate den-

tists competent in the skills peculiar to the profession

and who can understand, appreciate and take part

in a changing social order.

Dental educational institutions have been rea-

sonably successful in affording their graduates an

understanding and a proficiency in the skills of their

profession. Other less tangible but important facets

of professional education such as the health service

aspects of dentistry, the necessity for continued edu-

cation after graduation and the dentist's community

responsibilities, deserve more emphasis. The success-

ful practitioner must be not only professionally com-

petent, but also a socially mature and aware indi-

vidual.

The professional preparation of the dental student

should include a good cultural and social background.

The predental student frequently does not appreciate

the importance of this type of background for a suc-

cessful practice of dentistry. Dental educators might

well consider the desirability of professionally ori-

ented courses in psychology, psychiatry and human

behavior.

It is likely that during your professional career

there will be many changes from the present day

methods of practice. These changes should be judged

in terms of better dental services to a wider segment

of the population. The increased use of auxiliary per-

sonnel is inevitable and it is not unlikely that such

personnel will perform in the mouth under the den-

tist's strict supervision, specified technical procedures

not requiring a detailed knowledge of the biologic

sciences. It is also likely that the group practice of

dentistry will assume greater importance as an ef-

ficient method of rendering dental health services,

especially in view of the current trend to specializa-

tion. The furnishing of dental services must con-

tinually adjust itself to changing social and economic

conditions.

The great accomplishments in Dentistry during

the past hundred-odd years are a tribute to the vision

and endeavors of the professional leaders of the past.

Today's graduates have received a cultural and sci-

entific background which should enable them to

make notable contributions to the continued develop-

ment of your profession. The future of dentistry will

be determined by what you build upon the founda-

tion of your formal professional education.

Dr. Lester W. Burket



HARRY LYONS, D.D.S, F.A.C.D.

Dean, School of Dentistry, Medical College

of Virginia

The role of dental education in relation to den-

tistry's professional responsibilities would appear, at

first thought, to be too obvious to warrant elabora-

tion. However, the facets of the problem are so

numerous and important that it might be well to

record certain facts and impressions concerning them.

Dental health service requires, first of all, per-

sonnel with specialized training in the science and

art of dental practice. The education of dentists in

this country, as health service practitioners, has now

been elevated to that of a university discipline. The

education of a dentist may be said to begin upon

the admission of a student to the liberal arts college

or university where the prospective dental student

may obtain the academic requirements for ad-

mission to a school of dentistry. Certain so-called

predental requirements prevail. These include a

rather heavy proportion of the sciences of biology,

physics and chemistry. The logic of these require-

ments as prerequisites to courses in the dental cur-

riculum is sound enough for general acceptance. A
question may be raised, however, regarding the em-

phasis on these requirements by comparison with

that given to the humanities and the social sciences.

In these times, dental educators are increasingly

aware that dentists must be more than technicians or

scientists in a health service field. For example, the

opportunities and responsibilities of citizenship weigh

as heavily on dentists as on others. As a matter of

fact, these opportunities and responsibilities should

be recognized and accepted in greater weight by

dentists as a superior group. Furthermore, dental

health service programs in a democracy such as ours

call for intelligent leadership, planning and public

relations as well as technical knowledge and skills.

It is obvious, therefore, that the education of a den-

tist should prepare him for service in the community

as a citizen of leadership ability as well as a health

servant of fine skill and knowledge.

It should be noted that dental schools and dental

teachers cannot dismiss this phase of a dentist's edu-

cation by the simple statement that this is solely the

responsibility of the academic college or university.

Good citizenship must be taught at every turn and

a dental teacher cannot evade this responsibility. He
must teach it in theory and practice and by his own

precept and example. This is a challenge that the

dental teacher and dental education must accept in

the full realization that our social responsibilities to

our population and the ideals of practice are not met

by the attainment of high goals in technical skills

and sciences alone. These must be balanced in equal

weight by the factors that contribute to good citizen-

ship and professional service in their broadest sense.

The horizon of dental education must be broad

enough to see both sides of the career of a health

servant. Those who labor in the vineyard of dental

education should cultivate both.

Dr. Harry Lyons
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MAURICE J. HICKEY, D.M.D., M.D.

Associate Dean of the Faculty of Medicine for

Dental and Oral Surgery

The dental profession was founded to satisfy the

need to treat disease of the oral cavity. The growth

of the dental profession was, to a large extent, based

on the development of techniques that would pro-

vide more and longer-lasting treatment of existing

dental disease. Undergraduate dental education has,

of necessity, placed considerable stress on the treat-

ment phase of dentistry. It must be emphasized that

as long as we cannot teach prevention and cure of

disease, we must teach methods of repairing the dam-

age done by disease.

For a better understanding of the true meaning

of dental education we must look upon the present

system as being divided into two phases. In the

first phase the teaching effort is concentrated upon

the biological sciences, often diluted for dental stu-

dents. In the second phase the emphasis is placed

upon teaching the techniques required in the treat-

ment of dental disease. The end result is a fragmenta-

tion of education without the correlation essential

to an understanding of dentistry.

The dentist upon entering practice assumes a

responsibility for the welfare of people. This responsi-

bility goes beyond the ability to examine teeth and

arrive at a satisfactory treatment plan. This responsi-

bility demands that the practitioner have a full under-

standing of the practice of oral medicine. To assume

this responsibility the dentist must be able to apply

his education in the biological sciences to the clinical

practice of dentistry.

The growth of dentistry to its rightful place

in the health science profession has raised a prob-

lem that seems to be frequently overlooked by stu-

dent, teacher, and the profession. This problem is

introduced by the fact that dentistry, a science, has

outgrown the curriculum of the undergraduate

schools. The attitude that graduation from dental

school insures competence to practice is ingrained

in the mind of the student. The student leaves school

after four years with the feeling that his faculty

failed to provide him with the experience in all

branches of dentistry required to make him a com-

petent clinician. The fact that the school can only

provide a basic understanding of a rapidly growing

profession seems to escape the student. To assume

his responsibility to the profession and to his patients

the graduate must seek further education through

internship and post-graduate programs. Our curricu-

lum today may produce reasonable competence in

the fundamentals of clinical dentistry, but it can pro-

vide only academic knowledge in the specialty prac-

tice of dentistry. To dilute our present curriculum to

provide teaching in all areas of clinical dentistry

would result in a graduate with a little training in

everything and competence in nothing.

The student and the school must assume that

undergraduate education is only a preliminary step

to the practice of dentistry. We must, in the four

years available, adapt our teaching to provide the

student an education in the biological sciences and

a basic "training in the principles of clinical practice.

The emphasis in this teaching should be aimed to-

wards correlating these two phases of dental educa-

tion into a single unit designed to provide a solid

foundation upon which the true professional man,

imbued with the spirit of dentistry as a health serv-

ice, may find his own place in the dental profession.

Dr. Maurice J. Hickey
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Carl R. Oman, D.D.S.

Professor of Dentistry

Dental education is becoming an increasingly complex

process as evidenced not only by the expansion of the

dental curriculum—but by the greater needs of today's

graduate being familiar with the signs and symptoms

of general systemic diseases. Often the dentist can be of

help to the physician in first observing conditions in the

mouth which may indicate need for treatment by the

physician.

The public health picture is strongly focused on mouth

diseases and diseases of dental origin. Economic high-

lights slanted toward dentistry demand that workers

should not be obliged to lose time away from their regular

employment because of dental neglect or dental failures and

faulty treatment. Prevention of dental ills is an integral part

of the public health program.

The mastery of fine technics and the development of the

skill of execution is of the utmost importance in the educa-

tion of the dentist—the major portion of the student's time

is thus occupied. New devices, instruments and materials

must be evaluated in the light of the dentist's need for

these very important accessories.

The needs of the patient are ever changing as he ages

—

from childhood to the period when all teeth have been

lost. The dentist must be trained to care for all of his pa-

tients, whatever the situation may be. This is the responsi-

bility of dental educators. We are attempting to do this to

the best of our abilities. Along with this, we must aid the

student in developing judgment, that he may apply his newly

acquired skills and knowledge for the benefit of his patient.

In the main, the journey from the freshman year through

the intervening years to the climax of graduation is a de-

lightful experience and all too short. The eagerness of the

student to learn makes the role of the teacher or instructor

a pleasant one indeed. An inspirational teacher can and does

pass on to the student some of his motivation for the per-

formance of dental service.

Entering in practice, the complex nature of comprehensive

dental treatment is a challenge to the young dentist, to his

ingenuity, skill, judgment and knowledge. The responsibility

of the dental school to its graduates is here faced with its

greatest test—the mirror in which is reflected the success or

failure of Alma Mater.

Dr. Carl R. Oman

Operative dentistry

Irvin L. Hunt, Jr., DJ>.S. Edward A. Cain, Jr.,

Assoc. Prof, of Dentistry B.S., DX>.S.

Assoc. Prof, of Dentistry

Harold Sherman,

B.S., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

William H. Silverstein,

D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Joseph E. Fiasconaro,

B.S., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Joseph M. Leavitt,

B.S., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

William Miller, D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

Herbert P. Fritz, D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

fSLiil

Stanislaw H.

Brzustowicz, D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

James Benfield, DD.S. Steven Scrivani, D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry Inst, in Dentistry

Kenneth C. Deesen, Irving J. Naidorf, DDS. Gerald H. Bescn, DD.S. George Lyons, D.D.S.
D.D.S. Asst. in Dentistry Asst. in Dentistry Asst. in Dentistry

Asst. in Dentistry



Prosthetic dentistry

Robert E. Herlands,

A.B., D.D.S.

Assoc. Prof, of Dentistry

Max A. Pleasure,

D.D.S., M.SP.H.

Assoc. Cltn. Prof, of

Dentistry

John J. Lucca,

A.B., D.D.S.

Asst. Prof, of Dentistry

Louis A. Cohn, D.D.S.

Assoc. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Howard A. Arden,

B.S., D.D.S.

Asst. Prof, of Dentistry

George W. Hindels,

M.D., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Louis A. Saporito, D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

George Schwendener,

D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

Sebastian A. Bruno,

D.M.D.

Asst. in Dentistry

SlX
Ennio L. Ucccllani,

D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

Joseph C. DeLisi, D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

Joseph Randi, D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

f
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Gilbert P. Smith, D.D.S.

Profetsor of Dentistry

As teachers of Prosthetic Dentistry, we have the respon-

sibility of training dental students to perform sound resto-

rative dentistry. This involves a thorough understanding of

the biologic values as well as the technical aspects of a com-

prehensive dental treatment. Throughout this educational

process the Division of Prosthodontia tries to stress the im-

portance of basic sciences in this relation. Students are taught

to recognize that in crown and bridgework the health and

well-being of surrounding and supporting tissues are in-

fluenced by mechanical factors such as the fit and contours

of the individual restorations. In full denture construction

great attention is directed to the physiology of the oral cavity

and to the maintenance of health and function of the as-

sociated tissues. In partial denture construction biologic prin-

ciples are adhered to in creating restorations that preserve

the remaining teeth, their investing tissues, and the tissues

of the saddle-bearing areas. If this basic knowledge is as-

similated by the student, his education in Prosthetic Den-

tistry might be considered successful.

Such knowledge alone, however, would be of little value

if it were not converted into satisfactory clinical results by

means of adequate techniques and digital dexterity. This

might be likened to football—one may be thoroughly con-

versant with the rules, strategy and technique of the game

but may not possess the physical stamina or motor coordina-

tion to actually play the game. Another may be physically

equipped to play the game but not have the mental capacity

to appreciate the strategy involved. Neither makes a good

football player and, as in Prosthetic Dentistry, we do not

want a player who only "talks a good game" or a player

who carries the ball superbly but "in the wrong direction."

It is the purpose of the teacher of Prosthodontics to develop

a student who not only knows the "why" of a good restora-

tion but can produce the "how."

May the Class of 1955 play the game well and with

integrity.

Dr. Gilbert P. Smith



Lewis R. Stowc, D.D.S.

Professor of Dentistry Stomatology

m~

Education in the Division of Stomatology is directed not

only to the recognition of diseases but to the acquisition of

knowledge regarding their natures. Here, therefore, a stu-

dent is not only encouraged but is required to apply the

knowledge obtained from his basic science courses.

The oral cavity and its contained structures are governed

by the same physiologic principles as the other systems of

the body. Signs of generalized disease are often first de-

tected in the mouth since oral tissues are readily susceptible

to systemic disturbances. It has been commonly observed

that persons suffering from generalized debilitating disease

often manifest related abnormalities in the mucosal, gingival

and supporting bone tissues.

While disease primary to the oral cavity is common and

in itself responsible for severe suffering, it seldom is a

threat to life itself. A notable exception, however, is the

occurrence of malignant disease in the mouth. Recent figures

reveal that three per cent of all deaths due to malignant

neoplasms are the result of primary involvement of mouth

structures.

Dental teaching has expanded over the years. The de-

velopment of new techniques, while creditable, will not

entirely enable the practitioner to meet his responsibility to

his patient. The teaching of the Division of Stomatology

attempts to correlate the instruction given in the basic sci-

ences with that in other divisions of the dental school and

thereby bring about a better service for the patient.

The time for formal instruction is short. Surely one

cannot hope for all the answers for it is beyond the power

of the faculty to provide them. Rather emulate Oliver Wen-

dell Holmes who, while a student, wrote, "My aim has

been to qualify myself not for a mere scholar, for a follower

after other men's opinions but for a character of a man

who has seen and therefore knows; who has taught and

therefore arrived at his own conclusions."

Dr. Lewis R. Stowe

( >

Edward V. Zegarelli,

A.B., D.D.S., M.S.

Assoc. Prof, of Dentistry

Jack Budowsky, D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Ferdinand A. Tuoti,

D.M.D.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

4 V
Ida M. Golomb, D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

- *

John D. Piro, D.D.S.

Inst, m Dentistry

Evald Lindcr

Inst, in Radiology

Jesse L. Lefcourt, D.D.S. Marcella Halpert, D.D.S.

Clinical Assistant Clinical Assistant

Lawrence Heiman,

DX>.S.

Clinical Assistant

4 — u
Joseph Serio, D.D.S.

Clinical Assistant

Lawrence Daum, D.D.S.

Clinical Assistant

Eugene M. Tedaldi,

D.D.S.

Clinical Assistant
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Saul Schluger, D.D.S.

Assoc. Clm. Prof, of

Dentistry

Leonard Hirschfeld,

A.B., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Periodontology

Lewis Fox, D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Melvin Morris, B.S.,

M.A., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Robert Gottsegen,

A.B., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of Dentistry

Jack Alloy, D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

Ellen N. Hosiosky,

D.M.D., D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

w
Bernard H. Wasserman,

D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

Seymour Algus, D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

W f~

Frank E. Beubc,

L.D.S., D.D.S.

Clin. Prof, of Dentistry

The aims and purposes of teachers of periodontology in

preparing students for dental practice, differ only in subject

matter from those of other departments in dental schools.

The graduates should be men with high professional atti-

tudes and standards, with a basic knowledge of the art

and science of dentistry. This concept is the hope of every

dental faculty. Adequate training in the fundamentals of

periodontology, however, is not given at most schools. This

is based on a recent survey of undergraduate courses at

dental schools in the U.S.A. and Canada. The highest num-

ber of teaching hours in periodontology was 350, and the

lowest 20. The average was 113. This is a small fraction of

the total clinic and lecture hours assigned to all clinical

subjects. Some periodontal courses, such as at Columbia, are

adequate in content, but insufficient clinic time is allotted

for students to grasp and apply even the most fundamental

preventive and treatment procedures. This abbreviated in-

struction can only result in a poorly trained general prac-

titioner, because every case he treats requires some phase

of periodontal treatment planning.

It is unessential and improper distribution of teaching time

to have students overly trained in some aspects of dentistry,

by inserting repeated amalgam and gold restorations, a goodly

number of crown and bridge units, and several dentures, and

be incapable of analyzing and prescribing for the common

occlusal and periodontal problems.

If dental schools desire to give the student, the most im-

portant person concerned in our teaching, an adequate dental

background, then the curriculum for clinical courses must be

critically reviewed, rearranged and sufficient emphasis given

to periodontology. When the foregoing is accomplished, the

graduating student will be more integrated and rational in

his thinking and treatment of patients seen in his dental

practice.

Dr. Frank E. Beube
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Joseph Schroff, B.S.,

M.D., DD.S.
William Can-

Prof, of Oral Surgery

The aim or purpose of the Oral Surgery course is to

develop in the student a proper appreciation and under-

standing of the diseases that are prone to occur in the

dental field. Some of these diseases may be produced

entirely by local factors, whereas others may be local

manifestations of systemic conditions. Before the doctor

undertakes the responsibility of treating the patient he

must first determine this fact.

Diagnosis, however, is more than the mere determina-

tion or labeling of the disease. When differentiating one

disease from another a comprehensive appreciation of

all the fundamental biologic factors that produce disease,

together with a thorough understanding of the patho-

logic phases of all diseases, is essential. In what phase

is the disease of the patient at the time of examination?

Patients are mainly interested in being relieved or cured

of their complaint or symptom. However, the doctor's

responsibility goes beyond that.

The ultimate aim of diagnosis is proper treatment.

Before one can treat, one must know not only what to

treat, but how best to treat the patient at the time,

after considering all pertinent facts in the light of the

medical history and general physical findings. The sur-

gical procedure is emphasized constantly. Knowledge of

the limitations of each procedure or modification of

procedures is essential. Of greatest importance, however,

is the doctor's knowledge of his own experience and

limitations. The patient's welfare is paramount. This

is the profession's only reason for its existence. The sur-

geon cannot escape his responsibility.

Thus, in any individual case, the doctor, in order

to assume his full responsibility, must have a thorough

knowledge of diseases that includes not only the eti-

ology, symptomatology, pathology and treatment, but

also its complete life history, so to speak.

Our design in the Oral Surgery Department is to

provide you with a basic foundation—principles, if you

will—on which you may continue to build during the

remainder of your entire professional life.

Dr. Joseph Schroff

Oral surgery

William J. Savoy, Morris Fierstein, D.D.S.

B.S., D.D.S. Assoc. Clin. Prof, of

Assoc. Clin. Prof, of Dentistry

Dentistry

Alvin S. Nathan, D.D.S.,

B.S.,A.M.

Assoc. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

T. Mitchell Bundrant,

D.D.S.

Assoc. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Fred Rothenberg,

D.MD., D.D.S.

Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Robin M. Rankow,

D.D.S., M.D.

Inst, in Oral Surgery

Boaz M. Shattcn, D.D.S. Kourken A. Daglian,

Inst, in Dentistry D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

Stanley S. Heller, D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

Henry Almquist, D.D.S.

Clinical Assistant

Salvatore P. Gulli, D.D.S. Stanley R. Sadies, D.D.S.

Clinical Assistant Clinical Assistant
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Orthodontics Arthur C. Totten, D.D.S.

Professor of Dentistry

0^\
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Harry A. Galton, DD.S. James Jay, D.D.S.

Assoc. Clin. Prof, of Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry Dentistry

Evelyn Witol, D.M.D. Clifford L. Whitman,

Asst. Clin. Prof, of D.D.S.

Dentistry Asst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Bert Ballin, D.D.S. Walter G. Spengeman,

Asst. in Den tistry D.D.S.

Clinical Assistant

The past decade has seen many changes in the field

of dentistry and orthodontics. Recognition by the pub-

lic and State that a severe dento-facial deformity is a

handicap to the welfare of the individual has been a

strong stimulus to orthodontic education.

As a result of State legislative action, the Adminis-

trative Code of the City of New York, the Domestic

Relations Court Act of the City of New York, and the

Education Law were amended on April 16, 1945, and

the responsibility for administering the program for

services for physically handicapped children in the City

of New York was transferred from the Special Term

of the Children's Court to the City Department of Health.

The City Department of Health has been interested

in a broad program of care for physically handicapped

children consisting of the following aspects of care:

medical diagnosis and treatment of the total physical

needs of the child, hospital care, convalescent care in

institutions or foster homes, physical therapy, nursing

follow-up, social services, appliances and devices and other

services which may be required for the total medical,

dental (orthodontic), social, emotional, educational and

vocational needs of a given child. As the program de-

velops, procedures will probably change, categories of

physically handicapped persons that can be included may

be increased, and the services for which payment may

be secured, extended.

Through knowledge and research, it is hoped that

prevention will assume the largest part of the ortho-

dontic problem.

Dr. Arthur C. Totten'

^ r^
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Edward E. Teltsch, Axel Hanson

D.D.S. Inst, in Dental Technique

Clinical Assistant
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Solomon N. Rosenstcin,

B.S., D.D.S.

Professor of Dentistry Pedodontics

Pedodontics, either as a specialty practice, or included

in a^general practice, offers the young dentist many op-

portunities to provide good service on a high level of

professional endeavor.

Problems in pedodontics are both interesting and

challenging. With each patient, opportunities are pro-

vided to practice dentistry in its broadest sense—in its

preventive phase and in its curative or therapeutic phase.

Pedodontics practice encompasses preventive measures

and techniques indicated to maintain good dental and

oral health on three fronts: i) lowering incidence of,

and increasing resistance to, dental decay; 2) maintain-

ing healthy tone and quality of the supporting tissues; 3)

maintaining normal dentitional development to prevent

occurrence of malocclusion. Pedodontics also includes

many reparative and restorative procedures indicated for

elimination of disease and promotion of normal func-

tion. Important, too, is the long range benefit resulting

from the institution, during childhood, of good habits

related to oral hygiene and home care, nutrition, and

regular dental care.

To fulfill these aims requires: good sense and knowl-

edge of child evaluation; knowledge of, and desire to

perform, good dentistry; ability to interpret the clinical

signs of the individual's dental and facial developmental

pattern; knowledge of sound local and systemic meas-

ures for lowering incidence of dental disease.

The successful fulfillment of the aims of pedodontics

is accompanied by many rewards, not the least of which

is genuine professional gratification. Add to these the

challenge arising from the recognition of problems in

growth and development and disease prevention, which

require further investigation. The practice of pedodontics

is thus rewarding and stimulating, and places the dentist

at the forefront of basic advancement in dentistry.

Dr. Solomon N. Rosenstein

William A. Verlin,

D.D.S.

Atst. Clin. Prof, of

Dentistry

Edward S. Luboja,

D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

Julian Schroff, D.D.S.

Inst, in Dentistry

Janice Schreiber, D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry

Marc Louis Berg, D.D.S. Philip Kutner, D.D.S.

Asst. in Dentistry Asst. in Dentistry
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Anatomy

William M. Rogers,

B.S.,Ph.D.

Asst. Prof, of Anatomy

Harry H. Shapiro,

D.M.D.

Asst. Prof, of Anatomy
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Wilfred M. Copenhaver,

A.B., Ph.D.

Professor of Anatomy

Dorothy D. Johnson,

A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Asst. Prof, of Anatomy

Adolph Elwyn,

B.S., A.M.

Assoc. Prof, of

Neuroanatomy
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B.S., A.M., Ph.D.

Assoc Prof, of

Biochemistry

Wesley Halpert, D.D.S.

Dental Fellow in

Biochemistry

Physiology

Magnus I. Gregersen,

A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Dalton Prof, of
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Research Assoc, in
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health
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"Doctor, would you check this out for me?"

"Rinse, please"
^—^- ^ "Stimulate Bleeding 1."
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"How about giving him an inlay!"



Senior Class History

Alas! how swift the moments fly!

How flash the years along!

Scarce here, yet gone already by,

The burden of a song*

*JOHN QUINCY ADAMS

The days, nay the weeks, often appeared to

move by at an all but imperceptible snail's pace

—

but in retrospect, one realizes that the past four

years, considered as an entity, have indeed sped by

at a greyhound's clip. It is not the dictates of

custom that seems to pre-determine the nostalgic

nature of this section—it is rather a somewhat im-

ponderable but eminently real desire to review,

and even relive, a past segment of our existence

before initiating a new phase. Hence, at the cul-

mination of our professional training we feel no

one would begrudge us the luxury of a few pages

of reverie.

As we disengage ourselves from reality, we find

our minds straining to reconstruct an image of

a perfectly ordinary September day in 1951. Slowly

the haze dispels and we see it all with surprising

clarity. Instantaneously, an alert, confident, and

cocky group of college graduates was reduced to

a hesitant, wide-eyed, and insecure freshman class.

The first year was spent in solitary confinement

on the ninth floor—a diet of anatomy (gross,

microscopic, neuro, oral, and embryology) sub-

stituted for bread and water. Gross anatomy was

our first imposing hurdle—after months of diligent

dissection, the foreboding final exam came upon

us—if only we had known in advance that writing

the questions in the proper exam booklet was suf-

ficient basis for a passing grade! Remember the

frantic pace of the histology lectures—catastrophe

was an ever-present potential—a dropped pencil in

the amphitheater resulting in a classmate's future

inability to distinguish a fallopian tube from a

seminiferous tubule. How about those dreaded

modern art quizzes! Each and every section of the

central nervous system in neuroanatomy resembled

an abstract pencil sketch. Embryology taught us

one fundamental biological principle—salamanders

can definitely be bred with cephalic pedal extrem-

ities. We struggled with physiology, biochemistry,

oral histology, and with apologies to the human-

ities, dental history until we reached our first tech-

nic course—dental anatomy. Here we became fa-

miliar with the neophyte's guillotine—that awe-

some weapon of total destruction—the Boley

gauge. This was also our basic training ground

for the sophomore debacle, becoming familiar with

such basic commands as "too convex, do it over"
—"too concave, do it over"

—
"too narrow, do it

over"—not to mention do it over for the intrinsic

value of the phrase alone.

The sophomore year began with the exhilarating

feeling of being able to walk into the elevator and

say, "eight, please." The generally held feeling was

that the year might be difficult but nothing could

be as impossible as rumors would have us believe.

The harbinger of despair and frustration came

upon us quickly in the form of our sophomore kits

—4,397 items and we were familiar with nothing

but plasticine. Bacteriology enabled us to see the

wisdom of a student health fee—autoinoculations,
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"Last laugh!"

misdirected inhalations, and seeding of the incuba-

tor room with live organisms being daily occur-

rences. Indeed, by the time the course ended a large

portion of the class was on a first name basis with

Dr. Lamb. Pathology lab was the accepted forum

for political discussions and social arrangements.

The pace of the first trimester was relatively slow

and we began to grow more confident, assuring

each other that the year really wasn't so tough; and

even became bold enough to sneer at the juniors

for their greatly exaggerated reports. At this

point we met the casting machine and the picture

changed suddenly. A combination of miscasts, mis-

takes, misconceptions, and missed deadlines began

to affect our gastric mucosae. The weasel kit re-

placed the brief case as standard equipment and

our average daily budget now read as follows: car-

fare 30c, lunch 65c, cigarettes 24c, ivorine teeth

$7.34. To darken the picture the prosthetics staff

began to remind us that a certain amount of work

had to be completed and in the same breath kept

reiterating that quality was more important than

quantity—to aid us in the former endeavor they

posted a schedule which is now legend; the fastest

man in the class was three and one-half months

behind the day it was unveiled. Of course the op-

erative department had its own little games, their

pet ones being called "Line Angle," and "Polish

It Up." The funny yet sad part of it all was that

we students could never quite learn the rules

under which these games were played. Then came

the "obstacle course" of the second year—pharma-

cology. The lectures acquainted us with every major

drug and potion used since the time of Galen

whereas the exams were designed to acquajnt us

with the minor drugs for which there was no lec-

ture time available. Who will ever forget our first

blessed day on the clinic floor in periodontia. To

be succinct, it was bedlam! Patients turned on the

water for us, showed us how to manipulate the

chairs, and even pointed out the light switches. It

is generally conceded that patients for that session

were given $50.00 gift certificates for any future

dental work at the medical center.

The summer before the junior year was de-

voted to relaxation and wonder at the miracle of

accomplishing the previous year. It was the time

for marriages and contemplation of the approach-

ing "country club" year. The first thrill of the

junior year was being asked for advice by one of

the sophomores and the feeling of self-importance

as we answered it. We couldn't resist frightening

the sophomores with stories of their year which

were identical to the ones we had discounted such

a short time ago. Most of us found a full denture

patient at our unit the first afternoon and we got

right to work trying to get an acceptable primary

impression. We were hesitant about doing so, but

nevertheless told the patient that in all probability

he would be eating his Thanksgiving turkey with

his new dentures. In operative dentistry it soon

became apparent that your best friend was your

junior typodont. Crown and bridge and oral pa-

thology were frighteningly reminiscent of the pre-

vious year. Operative patients finally arrived and

"Dam!"
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four periods were spent before the first class I

amalgam was polished. But at the rate of five points

every four periods it would take over two years

to complete the junior requirements. Clinic routine

became second nature to us, and although we told

our denture patient that it would be Christmas

before he ate his turkey, we were beginning to feel

a surge of confidence. At this point special clinic

assignments such as diagnosis and surgery arrived,

and it was a bit disconcerting to discover how ten-

uous our skills were. On our return to the eighth

floor clinic it took us five periods to complete our

next class I amalgam. Crown and bridge clinic

caused a generalized blood pressure rise as we

prepared to try our first proximal cut with a %
foot diamond disc. And if we thought preparing

teeth for crowns was difficult, we learned how

wrong we were when we tried impressioning our

preparations. Eventually the operative points filled

our cards, the dentures were coble-balanced and

the patient's sore spots healed, and our bridges were

cemented. And then the seniors were gone and we

were on top of the totem pole.

As with the sophomore year, there were many

tales told of the difficulties of the senior year

—

this time, however, we were fully aware that they

were true. So we approached the last year with

mixed emotions—joyous at the thought that this

was the beginning of the end—but with some trepi-

dation at the thought of the volume of work that

lay before us. The former thought gave us the

impetus to carry us through the maze of require-

ments. Operative points were garnered at great

"His class III gold foil came out again"

cost to the institution—an average of five ropes of

gold foil being needed to start the filling of a

class III preparation. We had our first clinical meet

ing with endodontia and the relationship proved

to be extremely cordial until we discovered the fly

in the ointment—negative cultures! Pedodontia sent

chills up the spines of the most phlegmatic class

members—this was the course that taught us to

be mother, psychologist, counselor, playmate, and

plaything to our patients. Prosthetics was a mad
scramble for requirements—fulls, partials, crowns,

bridges, repairs, models, impressions—a seemingly

infinite quantity of each being needed for gradu-

ation. We treated our comprehensive patients with

deference due a potentate. And, in fact, they were

the rulers of our daily existence—the cause of much

sleeplessness, loss of appetite and, in time, much

satisfaction and pride. Finally the moment arrived

one Friday afternoon in May—the moment we

had dreamed of so longingly—the announcement

came loud and clear
—

"the time is 4:30, the clinic

is closed."

The four years are at an end. The foundation

of a successful edifice has been erected on a firm

rockbed of a thorough indoctrination in the basic

sciences. Atop this we have a framework of two

clinical years of study under some of the finest men

in the profession. And we have been privileged to

practice the highest type of dentistry in association

with them. It is now our duty to use the materials

with which we have been supplied to complete

the construction of a useful career which will be

worthy of our school, our training, and the men

who taught us.

Jerome E. Light

Harvey L. Weiner
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HOWELL ARCHARD JR.

Howell Archard—author, explorer and de-

fender of the outpost. Howell has the unenviable

distinction of being first on the class roster. Men
of lesser caliber would have found the mainte-

nance of this position a formidable task indeed.

However, his characteristic promptness, combined

with an uncanny ability to keep ahead in his

studies, enabled him to serenely and successfully

defend this difficult outpost. Undergraduate years

were spent at Rutgers University where he devel-

oped a consuming interest in plant ecology.

Howell has done original research in this field, in-

cluding a published paper; this puts him in the

singular position of being a professional writer.

Further, he traveled to the Canadian Rockies with

an American Geographical Society expedition one

summer to expand his work in this field. Another

summer found him interning at Kings Park State

Hospital. Here at Columbia he is a member of

Psi Omega Fraternity and has seen two years of

service at the Psychiatric Institute. Future plans

are service in the Navy and private practice.

WILLIAM BOBOLIA

Here truly is the country gentleman of our

class. Traveling to and from his suburban Peek-

skill manor requires the meeting of strict time

schedules. And neither rain nor snow nor centric

mountings nor rebases can keep Bill from his five

o'clock "quittin' time" whistle. The hustle and

bustle of the hectic city life and clinic routine

never phase our lovable Bill, whose only answer to

frustration and an aggravating day is a faint smile

or, at worst, a woeful grimace. He came to us by

way of Sampson College and American University,

the latter awarding him a B.S. in biology. Prior

to his undergraduate work he served three war-

time years as a Navy dental corpsman. During

the four years of school we have never known him

to lose his temper or his self-control except to

shout on occasion, "What has Meier borrowed from

me now?" Bill's future plans include an internship

followed by private practice in his home town.
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MORTON S. BROD

Having been endowed with the innate attri-

butes for leadership and an inordinate capacity for

work, Mort was obviously destined to lead a full

life here at Columbia. The war years found him

globe-trotting in an air force bomber for 5V2 years.

He was an itinerant college student, having at-

tended West Point, Bowdoin College, and Adelphi

College, the latter awarding him an A.B. An active

member of Alpha Omega, having served as vice-

president and historian, he has also worked at the

Psychiatric Institute for the past 2 l/2 years. In addi-

tion to maintaining the resident nurses' morale at

peak level, Mort finds time to assist Dr. Budowsky,

keep the cauldron boiling in the biochem lab for

Dr. Karshan, and serve on student council. In his

leisure hours he happens to serve as yearbook edi-

tor. Mort also holds the unique distinction of hav-

ing cast more charm jewelry than crowns or inlays

—he insists he melts more money than he spends.

He is the recipient of a veteran's scholarship and

several Dean's scholarships. Future plans include

internship and residency in oral surgery.

ALFRED CARIN

i

Wherever there is a discussion of centric re-

lation, physiologic rest position, or some other ab-

struse concept, Al is invariably engaged in the

midst of it. Furthermore, he probably holds the

class record for having attended the most extra-

curricular lectures. Weekends often find him at

the tennis courts and it is said that the elements

have little, if any, dampening effect on his en-

thusiasm for the game. Several times he has been

seen resorting to the use of gloves as a necessary

protection against frostbite. Al spent three years at

CCNY and a summer session at the University of

Illinois prior to coming here. He has been an ex-

tremely active member of Alpha Omega, serving

as social chairman for three years. This spirit of

service has been further utilized by the Dental

Columbian which he ably served as business man-

ager. He is the recipient of a dean's scholarship.

Internship, service in the Air Force, and private

practice are Al's plans for the future.



ANGELO ALFRED CORRADINO

Is it a car? Many have debated the point. Angie

believes it is—and with wheels spinning and license

plates flapping, it can be found bouncing daily from

his Bronx home to our citadel of learning. An off-

spring of the Fordham ram, Angie is one of our

more earnest and conscientious workers. He has

been extremely active here at Columbia, being a

member of Psi Omega Fraternity, sophomore and

senior student council representative, and junior

class vice-president. Winner of the "Dental Oscar"

award, Angie has distinguished himself by being

co-starred with Dr. Max Pleasure in last year's

prize-winning photo. Many a school function has

been enlivened by his fine dancing, his rhumba

steps delighting all who watch. The high spot of

one of his summer interludes was a motor trip

through the U. S., Canada, and Mexico with Debler

and Dolan. Last summer was spent at St. Vincent's

hospital as an extern in the oral surgery clinic. Fu-

ture plans call for service in the Navy followed by

private practice.

IRWIN DAMBROT

One of the yardsticks of achievement in dental

school, as indeed in dental practice, is the amount

of equipment that the individual has succeeded in

wearing out. Using this index, Irwin's dental school

progress is as follows: one contra-angle handpiece,

two boxes of burs, several enamel hatchets, angle

formers and hoes, and 8,364 pencils. Irwin is this

year's president-elect of the class-scribes society, hav-

ing received election through a unanimous vote of

Prager and Ingerman. His election was assured

when he was discovered taking notes one particu-

lar day as the dean's secretary was informing the

class that a perio lecture had been cancelled. But

Irwin has managed to use his notes quite success-

fully as is attested to by his excellent scholastic

record and his election to the Jarvie Society. He is

also claimed by Alpha Omega. CCNY awarded

him his B.S. degree. His chief joy at present is

spending time at home with his lovely wife Pearl

and two year old son Stuart. Post-graduate plans

consist of service in the Air Force followed by

private practice.
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EDMUND JOSEPH DEBLER

It is generally conceded that a man's popu-

larity can be measured in part by the nicknames to

which he is heir. "Big Ed's" clinic work has al-

ways been beyond reproach—the only adverse

criticism coming from his senior instructor who

found it virtually impossible to view his completed

preparations without the aid of a periscope. Moose's

talents seem to be boundless when one realizes that

he is an accomplished tool and die maker, a pro-

fessional jeweler, as well as a fine artist. The latter

is very much in evidence in this book which he has

served so well as staff artist. Deb comes to us from

Columbia University's School of General Studies

which awarded him a B.S. degree. Here at dental

school he has served as Chief Inquisitor and treas-

urer of Psi Omega Fraternity. A veteran of over

two years service with the army, Ed has spent his

summers touring Europe and the U. S. and as an

extern at St. Vincent's hospital. Future plans con-

sist of an internship followed by private practice.

WALTER SANFORD DEUTSCH

Upon receipt of his notification of admission to

dental school, Walter's first act was to contact his

local dental dealer and place an order for a 1955

model unit. Since that time, he has consistently

demonstrated a penchant for the utilitarian aspects

of dental practice. In freshman anatomy Walter

attempted to pulp cap his cadaver's one remaining

molar in support of the theory that no restoration is

as good as natural tooth structure. During succeed-

ing years his comments and questions have often

directed an errant discussion back to the realm of

practicality. Holder of a B.S. from CCNY, Walt

has been extremely active here at dental school. His

high scholastic record has earned him election to the

Jarvie Society and his literary talents have merited

him the position of associate editor of the yearbook.

He is also the holder of a dean's scholarship. Alpha

Omega claims his loyalties. An outstanding athlete,

he was a member of his college basketball team.

Walter's future is bright with plans for private

practice after military service in the Air Force.
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WILLIAM WILSON DOLAN

Friday afternoons find Bill wandering dazedly

about the clinic muttering, "I must go down to the

sea again—." Mariner and yachtsman (owner of a

Lightning on Lake Skaneateles), Bill learned his

gross anatomy the easy way—on his Saturday sails

over the bounding main of Long Island Sound with

Dr. Rogers. Three years in the Army Air Force

and two'summers spent motoring through Europe

and the U. S. A. entitle him to membership in the

class "Globe Trotter Society." Bill is a one man

chamber of commerce for his home town of Skan-

eateles, New York, where the Dolan family will

have a virtual monopoly on health services come

this June—father a physician and brother a dentist.

His undergraduate years were spent at Syracuse

University. Dental school activities consist of mem-

bership in Psi Omega Fraternity and service as

sophomore class vice-president. Last summer was

spent in the furthering of his professional skills by

means of a junior internship. Private practice in his

home town will follow graduation.

<*tk*

MURRAY EDELMAN

Murray is one of the most composed and self-

assured men in the class—his calm exterior, par-

ticularly during the ulcerogenic sophomore year,

is legend. His oft-repeated banality, "Don't worry

—everything will work out all right," has assumed

classic proportions. His demeanor is even more

remarkable in proper context. Murray is distin-

guished for having used one spiral notebook for

all the lecture courses in our four year curriculum

—indeed, he bought a ball point pen for fresh-

man registration and it is generally conceded that

he has yet to buy a refill for it. Undergraduate

years were spent at Brooklyn College where he

earned a B.A. degree. Here at dental school he

has maintained a fine academic record—a New
York State professional scholarship being ample

evidence of his scholastic ability. Prior to the soph-

omore year he married his childhood sweetheart,

Gloria. Summers have been spent at Creedmoor

hospital—as an attendant! The future holds mil-

itary service and a small town private practice.



LAWRENCE EDWARD FUERST

White bucks, bright repp tie, and an even

brighter smile are the trademarks of an outstand-

ing member of our class. Having been host to

several class gatherings at his "Manhattan resi-

dence," Larry's generosity has also been demon-

strated innumerable times by his eagerness to lend

a hand with such diversities as a victrola or a No.

7 spatula. This attitude is also typified by his serv-

ice on the yearbook staff and as secretary of Alpha

Omega Fraternity. Larry came to us with an A.B.

degree from Syracuse University where he suc-

ceeded in achieving a fine scholastic record. Here

at dental school he has continued to maintain an

excellent academic standing which has earned him

election to the William Jarvie Society. The past

three summers have been spent as a waterfront

counselor and swimming instructor at children's

camps. The future for Larry is promising—he ex-

pects to become engaged in the near future, serve

in the Air Force, and then enter private practice.
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WILLIAM R. GOLTERMAN

Bill qualifies as one of the more traveled men
in our class—paradoxically, he has traveled thou-

sands of miles by sea, land, and underground

without ever having left the environs of the met-

ropolitan area. Each day he proves his love for

dentistry by a four hour trip to and from his

Staten Island homestead. An alumnus of Holy

Cross College, he is an avid follower of his alma

mater's gridiron and basketball feats. Here at den-

tal school his position at the threshold of the clinic

often forces him into the role of official greeter for

all entrants and fortunately his pleasant nature

and jovial manner enable him to play the part

with aplomb. In addition to serving as junior

class president, sophomore class secretary, and stu-

dent council representative, he was treasurer of

Psi Omega Fraternity and is now their Grand

Master. The future includes marriage to his lovely

fiancee Eileen followed by government service.

General consensus is that the Navy will make a

strong bid for Bill's seafaring background.



SIDNEY L. GORDON

A single adjective could never be found to

describe Sid's varied talents and achievements. Per-

fection is the handmaiden of his endeavors—and

he possesses the talent to satisfy his high stand-

ards. Sid received his B.S. degree from C.C.N.Y.,

following which he did graduate study in bio-

chemistry at N.Y.U. Consequently, he reconducted

our freshman biochem course after school hours

to crystallize, polymerize, and distil myriad par-

ticles of knowledge into a comprehensible gel. He
served as secretary-treasurer of the junior class

and no higher devotion to duty has ever been

demonstrated than his stopping work in the midst

of a pyretic prosthetics practical to collect dues from

a notably delinquent class member. The yearbook

photography staff and the William Jarvie Society

claim him. Sid has served in the Maritime Service

and the Army. He was the recipient of a N.Y.S.

professional scholarship and the Alpha Omega
Award to "the most deserving student" of the

freshman class. Dr. Herlands has availed himself

of Sid's capabilities for the past two years. Future

plans are internship and private practice.

ALBERT B. GRUNER

Although he has never taken a music lesson

in his life, Albie is the accepted master of the

"Phantom Fiddle"; for at various times of the day

he will cease his work for a few moments to strum

a tune in pantomime, no sounds or fiddle being

in evidence. He came to us via Muhlenberg Col-

lege where he received his A.B. degree. Prior to

entering college he saw service in the Army Trans-

portation Corps. A good student and a fine cli-

nician, his talents have not gone unrecognized

—

Dr. Lucca employing him as his assistant for the

past two years. Al has become the calm eye

in the hurricane of activity in "Lucca's Corner."

A New York State veteran's scholarship is ample

evidence of his scholastic ability. An active mem-
ber of Psi Omega, he has been their social chair-

man for the past two years in addition to serving

very capably as our senior class president. The

future is bright and holds marriage to his lovely

fiancee Audrey, an internship, and private prac-

tice on Long Island.



ROBERT B. GUTSTEIN

Bob made the initial adjustment to life at

Columbia with a modicum of effort. Having spent

his undergraduate years at Knox College in Gales-

burg, Illinois, he found familiarity in the small-

school atmosphere present here. His attendance

at Columbia was practically inevitable since he was

preceded by his mother and has been succeeded

by his younger brother. Indeed, dentistry is tradi-

tional in the Gutstein clan—his father being the

operator of a dental laboratory at which Bob has

spent several summers enhancing his inherent

skills. While not being one of the overly-loquacious

class members, his infrequent comments and ques-

tions are nevertheless always respected as being

germane and pithy. In addition, he is one of the

initiates of our ever-expanding group of photog-

raphy enthusiasts and a member of the Alpha

Omega Fraternity and the William Jarvie Society.

Following graduation Bob will tie the knot with

his lovely fiancee Doris. Almost immediately after

this event, "they" will complete his service ob-

ligation in the Air Corps and ultimately establish

a private practice.

1

LAWRENCE HERMANN

Beneath a calm facade of nonchalance lies a

deep and consuming interest in dentistry. Quiet

and unassuming, Larry believes in the maxim,

"Don't put off 'til tomorrow . .
." and follows a

rigid schedule in pursuit of this principle. An
alumnus of Brooklyn College, he has brought

with him a background of dentistry and technical

skills which have been acquired through many

hours of work in his father's dental laboratory. He
also has a secret passion for gadgetry and hard-

ware which explains his singular enthusiasm upon

finding a machinist's vise in his freshman den-

tal kit. His early evening departures have been

misconstrued by most of us as eager flights to his

domestic "weasel bench"—however, our security

agents report him to be browsing through down-

town hardware stores in search of second-hand

hemostats, binangle chisels, etc. Following gradu-

ation, Larry expects to serve in the Air Force and

then enter private practice in Brooklyn.



ARTHUR CROWN INGERMAN

Archie leads somewhat of a double existence

—extremely serious and businesslike on the clinic

floor, he paradoxically becomes transformed into

the class wit and jester as the last patient leaves

the school. He has the ability of perceiving the

humor in the most exasperating of situations and

the faculty of successfully conveying his impres-

sions to others. Indeed, some of our most mem-

orable lectures have been delivered by Arch while

waiting for the arrival of a tardy professor. He
has come to us from Columbia College via the

professional option route. A N.Y.S. professional

scholarship and a dean's scholarship attest to his

scholastic capabilities. His fine record has also

earned him the distinction of being among the

first from our class to be elected to the Jarvie So-

ciety. He has served us as a member of student

council and as class social chairman. Arch joined

the ranks of married men this year when he tied

the knot with his charming fiancee June. The

future holds service in the Air Force and private

practice.

ROBERT J. KELLEY

During World War II Bob logged a lot of

flying hours as an Air Force fighter pilot but they

are as nothing when compared to the prodigious

amounts of time he has put in at the Medical

Center. He may be huddled over his unit under

a tiny light late into the night laboring diligently

for Dr. Cain, or he may be at school bright and

early hurrying about to check last minute arrange-

ments for some activity of the Jarvie Society of

which he is president. Arriving unobtrusively with

a B.S. from Rutgers University, Bob was not long

in being recognized as a natural leader both in-

tellectually and personality-wise, as was evidenced

by his election to the office of freshman class pres-

ident. His talents have been further utilized by

student council and Psi Omega Fraternity. Indeed,

Bob has often played the role of "class father"

—

providing informal guidance and encouragement

with his quietly humorous, somewhat Pogo-ish

comments. To climax his senior year, Bob became

engaged to his honey, Mickey. Association with

his brother John in private practice on Long Island

will follow graduation.



BERTHOLD KUERER

Bert possesses one of the most enviable of

talents which he has improved and cultivated to

the point of perfection. He has mastered the art

of entering a lecture room with an air of dignity

and importance, unhurriedly removing his coat

while scanning the area for an empty seat, and

leisurely strolling to an observed vacancy. This is

done with such ease and confidence that he has

rarely been reproached for interrupting a lecture.

Indeed, some professors have been known to stop

their lecture and resume again only after he has

been seated comfortably. Bert is also distinguished

for pioneering to achieve male equality of edu-

cational opportunity, having been awarded an A.B.

degree by Hunter College—a signal honor when

men were anathema at the institution. A N.Y.S.

veteran's scholarship and a dean's scholarship at-

test to his fine scholastic record. He is senior class

treasurer, and one of the class' most accomplished

pianists. Bert plans to intern and then enter pri-

vate practice.
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FRANK G. LANDRY

Here is New England's gift to New York

City. Frank spent his college years at the Univer-

sity of Vermont before coming to us at Columbia.

Carrying on the classic traditions of Yankee in-

genuity, Frank, as president of Landry's Laundry

Inc., has boomed his enterprise into a veritable

empire. Common stock is currently unobtainable

and crowds of students can be observed daily

standing expectantly before the laundry locker and

whispering in hushed tones, "Where's Landry?

We'll be late for class again." Frank is now a

"lieutenant in white" as a member of the Army
Senior Dental Program. No partisan, he previ-

ously served as a hospital corpsman in the Navy.

Last summer he enlisted for the duration with his

sweetheart Joan Lee after a peripatetic courtship

between New York and New Jersey. Private prac-

tice in Vermont or New Hampshire beckons after

active duty with the Army.

f



JEROME E. LIGHT

Jerry is distinguished as being our outstand-

ing advocate of the liberal arts, custodian of the

King's English, literary wit, and all-around cul-

tured gentleman. His predilections and innate

qualities have been augmented with an A.B. from

New York University with a major in English.

Election to the William Jarvie Society, member-

ship on student council, and possession of a N.Y.S.

war service scholarship attest to these talents;

service on the yearbook staff as an associate editor

makes full use of them. However it may well be

that the pinnacle of his multi-faceted dental school

career was attained with the successful taking of

Coe-flo impressions of an old man with an im-

pressively long beard without a molecule of im-

pression material becoming enmeshed in the pa-

tient's whiskers. Perhaps 18 months of service as

an investigator with the Constabulary in Ger-

many contributed to this consummate skill.

Coupled with his petite and vivacious wife Marge,

Jerry's future is a promising one. An internship

and a small town private practice will follow

graduation.

NICHOLAS PETER MANDANIS

Nick has truly added a touch of old-world

charm and grace to our class. Born in the U.S.A.,

he spent his early life in Greece and arrived back

on our shores only a few years ago. Stoically en-

during the nightmarish German occupation of

his ancestral homeland, he aided its plight by

working for the International Red Cross. He now

makes his home in Spartanburg, South Carolina.

After attending Athens University and Duke Uni-

versity, he received his B.A. degree from Wofford

College. Here at Columbia Nick has consistently

turned out superior work while maintaining a

high level of scholarship. This has been accom-

plished in spite of numerous handicaps of language

and custom. He is also an active member of Psi

Omega Fraternity. Last summer he had the good

fortune to work as a dental intern in his home

town. After service in the Navy Nick plans to

enter private practice in Washington, D.C. or

South Carolina.



KENNETH H. MEIERDIERKS

Ken is one of our seven year Lions, having

received his A. B. from Columbia College. Here

at dental school he has been an active member

of Psi Omega Fraternity. Possession of a N.Y.S.

professional scholarship is indicative of his aca-

demic capabilities. His dental skills are apparently

exceeded only by his athletic abilities. Meier is

an outstanding football player, having played semi-

pro football in his first few years of dental school.

He is also a fine baseball player, golfer, and card

player. The latter skill will be attested to reluc-

tantly by some of the "freshman year,. 9th floor,

lunch hour, hearts players." Ken is also a mem-

ber in good standing of the mason's union and

his union card has stood him in good stead dur-

ing summer vacation periods. He forsook bach-

elorhood last summer to marry his charming

sweetheart, Bobbie. After service in the Navy he

plans a small town private practice, probably on

Long; Island.
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ARTHUR D. MISICKA

If we were to designate one of our number

as Mr. Dentistry, it would with little doubt be

Art. It is recognized by all and sundry that his

work consistently approaches perfection itself. Since

our sophomore year, instructors have been ap-

proaching some member of the class with a mag-

nificent objet d' Art—and, with approving glances,

have pointed out the many virtues of said work.

Art received his undergraduate training at Colum-

bia University's School of General Studies, which

awarded him a B.S. degree. During World War

II he saw service as an Army sergeant in the

Pacific. Here at dental school he is a member of

the William Jarvie Society and served as junior

Grand Master and secretary of Psi Omega Fra-

ternity. Family life consists of wife Celia, daughter

Lorri, and son Timmy. Dr. DeLisi has availed him-

self of Art's talents for the past two years by em-

ploying him as his assistant. Private practice beck-

ons to Art on completion of school.
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HENRY MULLER III

Beyond doubt Hank possesses the most charm-

ing chairside manner in the class. His future

would be assuredly secure if only he would create

the specialty of "Feminodontia." The moment he

takes a primary impression of a female patient her

confidence in him is unshakable. Hofstra College

was his undergraduate home before Columbia

claimed him. An active member of Psi Omega
Fraternity here at dental school, he is their out-

standing advocate of parliamentary procedure

—

it generally being conceded that he has Robert's

Rules of Order committed to memory. Ensign

Muller is another of our number currently in the

armed forces as a member of the Navy Senior

Dental Student Program. Previously he served in

the Army in Japan. Last summer Hank tied the

knot with his lovely fiancee Joan. After a three

year period of active duty in the Navy, he plans

to enter private practice in a suburban community.

PETER J. NOTARO

Peter is truly "Mr. Serenity"—he has sur-

vived the hectic pace of the past four years with

unsurpassed calm and equanimity. Pete can be

found strolling through the 8th floor clinic at

almost any hour—rarely concerned with his own
work but forever willing to assist anyone else.

Possessor of a profound cultural perspective, his

knowledge of dentistry and subjects far removed

is a continuous source of amazement to us all. He
earned his A.B. degree at Columbia College and

was awarded a N.Y.S. professional scholarship.

Here at dental school he is a member of Psi Omega
Fraternity and senior class vice-president. His pho-

tographic and artistic abilities have been utilized

to good advantage by this publication. Pete holds

the distinction of having passed the junior oral

pathology course with more time spent in the

orthodontia clinic than in the pathology lab. It

is believed that this was managed by his placement

of a 'scope on the operator's bracket table. Future

plans include service in the armed forces and

private practice.



SIDNEY PRAGER

Sid would in all probability be the recipient

of the "most popular student" award were such

a thing to be awarded by female clinic patients

and administrative personnel. The girls at the desk

are constantly bombarded with requests for ap-

pointments with that nice-looking blond boy.

However, Sid is happily married and an expectant

father, to boot. He received an A.B. degree from

Columbia College. Here at dental school he has

served as treasurer of the William Jarvie Society

and is a member of Alpha Omega Fraternity. It

is paradoxical that he has never been chosen as

secretary of some organization since he is a char-

ter member of our "class scribes society," having

compiled the most voluminous set of lecture notes

in the history of the school. A dean's scholarship

and the Samuel Birenbach Award in oral surgery

amply attest to his scholastic ability. Past summers

have been spent as recreation director of Creed-

moor Hospital. The future holds service in the

Air Force followed by private practice.
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ARNOLD D. ROSEN

It would surprise no one if following gradu-

ation Arnie constructed his own dental equipment

rather than purchase it. During his two years in

the Air Force he managed to set foot in more

of the countries of the world than remained for-

eign to him and to amass a collection of gadgets

from each of them. This collection, added to the

already large number of items in his basement,

provided a source from which he managed to

procure objects that found uses in dental practice

which would have astounded their original in-

ventors. Arnold moved uptown to us here at

Columbia after a four year stay at New York Uni-

versity. He has served the yearbook as photog-

raphy editor and is responsible for many of the

photographs contained herein. However, one ob-

viously missing photo is that of his wife, Betty,

who has become so familiar with dental matters

that it is rumored she is employed as Arnie's lab

technician. Future plans consist of a private prac-

tice on Long Island.



RUSSELL ROSS

Who's that running through the lab in white

shorts and Cornell jersey crying, "Tennis anyone?"

Obviously, it's our staunch ivy-leaguer, Russ. He
has indeed traveled a circuitous route to get to

us here at Columbia. A dyed-in-the-cotton native

of Jacksonville, Florida, Russ received his A.B.

degree from that citadel on Lake Cayuga. And
now after eight years up' North, his southern ac-

cent is discernible only at cocktail parties. He has

been an extremely active member of our class,

serving us well as sophomore class president and

student council representative. He has consistently

maintained a high level of scholarship, has been

the recipient of several dean's scholarships, and

has been elected to membership in the William

Jarvie Society. Russ has also worked at the Psy-

chiatric Institute for the past two years and has

been employed as Dr. Zegarelli's assistant. Future

plans include an internship and service in the

armed forces.

ROBERT J. SARKA

The gayest person in any group is invariably

Bob—his joviality is of the sort which is capable

of infecting anyone with whom he is in contact.

He comes to us from nearby Rose Hill which he

brightened and enlivened for four years while

earning his B.S. degree. Here at Columbia he is

an active member of Psi Omega Fraternity. This

Fordham Ram is a gentleman of prolific activity

as illustrated by the past summer. Mornings found

him assisting in the oral surgery clinic of Ford-

ham hospital; evenings were spent brewing Knick-

erbocker beer; afternoons and evenings he could

be observed rollicking at Jones Beach. Obviously,

this left little time for sleep but Bob is one of those

fortunate few who has mastered the secret art of

"sleeping fast," thereby getting ten hours sleep

in two. Bob plans to spend the next few years in

the Air Force and it would surprise no one if

he became the first bugler in history with a dental

degree. After service, private practice is in the

offing.



JOHN A. SCIARRILLO

John must be counted among the quieter and

more reserved members of the class. However, it

would not be possible to find a more conscientious

practitioner of the dental art. His work is con-

sistently of the finest caliber because of rigid ad-

herence to his high standards and principles. In-

deed, Carlyle seems to have had John in mind

when he wrote, "Silence is the element in which

great things fashion themselves." John comes to

us from Manhattan College where he was award-

ed a B.S. degree. During World War II he served

in the Navy as a radioman and is still a reservist.

John is a member of Psi Omega Fraternity here

at school. The past summer found him further-

ing his dental skills at the oral surgery clinic of

St. Vincent's hospital. His talented fingers also

earn him the admiration of all who hear him at

the piano beating out Bach, blues, and boogie.

The future holds private practice in New York

or California.
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GERALD K. SEXTON

Gerry is one of our foremost exponents of

practical dentistry. All the procedures which he

feels are not completely necessary for the final

result are judiciously eliminated. And, in fact, his

work has been so good that the administration

is reportedly considering changing the curriculum

to conform with the Sexton theories. In addition,

Gerry produces excellent work in so short a time

that he has made application for an extra unit

to handle his overflow practice. Having initially

attended Concordia Jr. College, he received his

degree from the School of General Studies of

Columbia University. During World War II he

served as an Air Force pilot in the Pacific. Psi

Omega Fraternity lays claim to him. Family life

consists of wife Emily, son Mark, and baby daugh-

ter Nancy. When not engaged in dental activities,

Gerry is busy amassing a fortune as the proprietor

of a firm specializing in landscape architecture.

Future plans are internship and then private prac-

tice in the Puget Sound area of the Great North-

west.



ARNOLD TIBER

Arnie's energies are as inexhaustible as the

waters of the river Tiber. Bearing no resemblance

to the tides, however, he refuses to ebb, and from

early morning to late evening he can be found

engaged in some dental or extra-curricular activ-

ity. One of our brightest students, he came to

us by way of City College. A Phi Beta Kappa key

is indicative of his excellent college scholastic

record. Not content to- rest on the laurels of his

undergraduate achievements, he earned himself

a place in the William Jarvie Society after his

freshman year here at Columbia. An extremely

conscientious and diligent worker, he has further

distinguished himself by the fine results which

have stemmed from his efforts as business man-

ager of the Dental Columbian. Summers have

been spent working at various mountain resorts.

After graduation Arnie's plans call for marriage

to his lovely fiancee Cynthia, military service, and

then private practice.

HARVEY L. WEINER

In the spring a young man's fancy lightly

turns towards thoughts of love—in the fall Har-

vey's fancy lightly turns towards rooting his alma

mater on to another Rose Bowl bid. A Phi Beta

Kappa from the University of Michigan, Harvey

has been a notable member of our class. His

quick wit has kept us chuckling through four

arduous years and his agile mind has often served

as a liaison between abstruse lecturers and con-

fused classmates. This talent has found another

constructive outlet in the creation of our yearbook

which he has eminently served as managing edi-

tor. In addition, he is vice-president of the William

Jarvie Society and treasurer of Alpha Omega Fra-

ternity. Harvey also possesses a New York State

professional studies scholarship, despite miscasting

his molar crown seven times in sophomore crown

and bridge technique, thus setting an unofficial

school record. After service in the armed forces,

Harvey plans to enter private practice in a sub-

urban area.

I
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GEORGE AKIRA YAMANAKA

Occasionally we all meet rare individuals who

are apparently capable of doing anything and do-

ing it well. George, the anchor man on our team,

is one such person. His varied accomplishments

range from such diversities as determining the

sex of baby chicks and playing fine games of golf

and tennis, to such relatively inconsequential ones

as turning out a beautiful crown, a perfect inlay,

or coble-balancing a set of dentures in record time.

Recipient of a B.S. degree from the University of

California, George spent the time between college

and dental school acquiring experience in many

fields, most of which has stood him in good stead

here. George is president of student council and

a member of the William Jarvie Society. Family

life consists of his lovely wife Saye and fifteen

year old son Wesley, who at present is more in-

terested in archeology than dentistry. The future

holds a Manhattan practice in store for George

and a sure bet is that it will be a successful one.
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Back Row: Thomas Portway, Gerald Galvin, Abe Meisner,

Herman Geller

Fronf Row: Anthony Pagello, Agate Suurkivi, Louis D'lsi-

dori, John Bacharach

Back Row. Leo McCallum, Stanley Heifetz, Alan Weber,

Harold Marshon

Fronf Row: Robert Klotz, Joseph Kreit, Saul Finer, Jerome

Klees

JUNIORS

Back Row: Vincent Lynch, Martin Mendelsohn, Richard

Feinstein, George Saunders

Fronf Row: Steven Sinicropi, Robert Liebers, Daniel Epstein,

John Rolland

Back Row: Robert Eagle, Joseph Wirtenberg

Front Row: Marvin Spodek, Arthur Post, Donald Bujak



CLASS OF 1956

We were ruminating recently over the events of the past several

years—just reconstructing and chuckling about some of the events

that led us to our present status as Juniors.

Letting our minds play reverse leapfrog, we were back in those

paleolithic, pre-historic Freshman days. You were plunged into a

cold, dark Anatomy room and a few moments later were on your

way—however, your destination was a matter of conjecture. We
seemed to remember a great number of movies in those days (for

movies were better than ever then), and a cigar box served as a

"weasel kit." There is a song which runs, "Freshmen are ver-

dant - - " and that applies even here, for as the prospect of Sopho-

more year grew more imminent, the greener we became.

So we took a deep breath and became Sophomores. Why not?

We were paying for it. This sterling era will always be characterized

in our minds by such random quotes as "Now when you do it again"

and "This incisor would like to be shortened." This was the year

of testing and tempering. It was the time of little sleep and the

ingestion of large chunks of information. In those days you

could even rattle off the difference between psittacosis and bronchi-

ectasis. The green of our Freshman year was changed to a

more subdued gray.

September of 1954 arrived. We lounged around the clubhouse,

checked our equipment, and with a cry of "Tee off" we began the

"country club" year. This was to be the year of the long ball. The

foundation was laid, and we could see patients and a clinic in the

not too distant future. The atmosphere was that of eager anticipa-

tion—the questions in all our minds
—"Do patients bite?" "What

is a rubber dam?" Early in the year one of us was heard to say,

"Nobody is going to practice injection technique in my mouth."

During a major crisis when a plaster impression would not willingly

part from a classmate's maxilla, he was heard to call in garbled

tones, "Get the Dean." We would like to venture a guess that this

is one of the rare instances that such an appeal has been made.

We've made a lot of progress this year. Our confidence has devel-

oped with our ability, and as our ability has increased, our realization

of what we have yet to learn has also increased. We are at the point

where we sometimes respond to the title of "Doctor," yet we are

more acutely aware than ever that white coats do not a dentist make.

Yes, we're happy that Junior year has finally arrived. It's an exciting

year—every day opens new avenues of thought and presents new

challenges and problems. All considered, we have few complaints

this year. We have been able to catch our collective breaths, relax

just a little, and prepare ourselves for the final big push—Senior year.

Paul Duboff
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Back Row: Roland Garofalo, Eliot Gesner, Gerald Roth,

Leonard Goldfarb, John Brady, Stanley Berger, Leonard

Hammer

Front Row: Burton Weidman, Donald Olson, Joseph Pom-

erantz, John Sanborn

Back Row: Frank Miele, Alan Levy, Lawrence Armus,

Stephen Winber, Harry Ciraldo, Victor Caronia

Front Row: Walter Rubinstein, Herbert Edelstein, Karl Heil-

brunn, Joseph DiCerbo

SOPHOMORES

Back Row: Norman Kahn, James Horn, Philip Frey

Front Row: Robert Lester, Raymond Milano, Richard

O'Leary, Arnold Max

Back Row: Leo Bookman, Joseph Moffa, Philip Koski,

Herbert Frommer, Enrico Grippo, Morton Cohen

Front Row; Jack Wittenberg, John Lind, Robert Haas, Frank

Gasthalter
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CLASS OF 1957
Beware the Sophomore Year! That was all we heard as fresh-

men. Everywhere we turned, we got the word: "You think it's

rough this year, well wait 'til next" said all the morale boosters

from the upper classes. Very encouraging! They all knew how bad

second year is, but no one could agree how to survive.

Summer came and we all went home for "wine, women and

song" without a thought for the coming year. But it hurig over us

like a pall and we all inwardly wondered what stood before us.

As the time drew near, we tightened our belts, gritted our teeth,

and perhaps even got some sleep to get ready for the big push just

in case it was as bad as they said it was. And so we arrived at school

wide-eyed, anxious, eager, and a bit unsure.

School started fast and has been continuing so ever since. They

politely asked us to pick up what every sophomore is privileged to

buy—the sophomore kit. But first, we left a small token of our

appreciation for the opportunity. Soon after we walked off with

all this paraphernalia, we spent a joyous three days checking all we

bought. The amazing thing was we checked everything without

even knowing one tool from another, to use the common vernacular.

One of these days we may yet learn what they all are used for.

After getting organized, we heartily commenced school. There

were bugs and more bugs to look at—and more bugs. There were

slides and drawings. There was mixing and molding, waxing and

casting, and drilling and filling. And there was Dental Materials.

The peculiar thing about these subjects was their uncanny ability

to keep us behind in our work. We were always behind, but un-

daunted we continued to bang our heads against the wall, smile,

look happy, and say, "I like it!" And as another point of interest,

regardless of how much work there was to do, no one ever did any

—or so they said. This is amazing! This is also a good thing, for

without a doubt anyone who would be foolish enough to do any

work would never last the year. These are not the only amazing

things that happened. There were others. For instance, that glob

of wax last night became a crown this morning. Gremlins!

Frustration is certainly the theme of sophomore year. Every-

thing about it accentuates this theme. A sophomore will define

frustration as the feeling you get at five when the crown you had

at nine is no more. It is our firm belief that no man should miss

experiencing this feeling.

Now several students with the idea in mind that each frustra-

tion should be greeted with a smile founded the parent organization

of the as yet relatively unknown—but growing rapidly in popularity

and soon to be nation-wide—the Ancient Order of the Enamel

Hatchet! Its members are gotten involuntarily from the eminently

low ranks of the non-weaseling sluggards who can still smile at their

many misfortunes. They are the miscasts of the dental profession.

The members of these groups claim the organization is non-sectarian

because "mediocrity knows no bounds."

With half a year still to go, we are all sure it will live up to

expectations just as the past half year has.

Some pertinent fiction and fact picked up over the weeks:

"Thousands of little blue dots do not adequately picture the

processes in which we are interested." (Pathology)

"The most efficient beer can opener is one in which the working

tip is not more than three millimeters from the shaft." (Operative)

Roland Garofalo



Back Row: James Amphlett, Robert Sullivan, Robert Issac-

son, Frank luorno, George Rudensky

Front Row: Eugene Jacoby, Marvin Kantor, Kenneth Levin,

Richard Burd

<p s
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Back Row: Richard Slater, Morton Rennert, Ronald Dubner,

Stiling Knight, Alfred Ward, Milton Merritt, Dale Hopp

Front Row: Charles Solomon, Earl Warman, Sol Merl,

Robert Schiff

FRESHMEN

Back Row: Richard Neuberger, Charles Kaufman, Robert

Lifschutz, Merill Gellis, Robert Hart, Norman Rosenblum

Front Row: Neal Storm, Alfred Pistocchi, Takano Uycharra,

Paul Brecker

Bacfc Row: William Dwyer, David Wolmer, Andrew Palermo,

Leo Slavin, Walter Gutstein, Peter Mund, Jack Rosen

Front Row: Arthur Zuckerman, Robert Tublin, Thomas Fry,

Nicholas Napoli



CLASS OF 1958

We have gone through times of trial and bliss,

We've only time for highlights—let's reminisce:

X-rays and blood counts; we met our profession

Those needles created quite a sharp impression.

With vows of decorum we passed the elevator door,

Curiosity made us demand, "Where's the sixth floor?"

"Gross" it seemed would be a stiff, long course.

Soon we dissected without tremor or remorse.

Table three liked music, there was no band to play

They sang a tango taking "Hernando's Hide Away."

A victim for taunts by Pistoche was chosen

Mort, Milt, Art all sang, "Get along Jack Rosen."

As we closed up shop there went Paul and Billy

All decked out for a weekend stay in Philly.

"Histo" had us peering, scrutinizing every slide

When in doubt two swell doctors were at our side.

Those slide reviews had Earl giving elocutions

Tom would Fry 'til he arrived at the solutions.

Richie Slater out of the pointer got a big kick

Tubby made tissue no issue, it was characteristic.

Nick joined with Sulli in being a two-fold father

Cigars replaced Camels that day saving Al bother.

The matrimonial influence flooded the room

Dave was so affected he'll be in June a groom.

Then there came a pursuit called Physiology

Where kymographs were used most conscientiously.

As we were often asked what caused our melancholy

We'll say now—thumbing through "Fulton's Folly."

Now, dear readers, our tale we end.

Our future we leave to fate.

Just two lucky numbers may we recommend

Forty-two in fifty-eight.

Neal Storm

i 'i .m.I *.



Bewitched, Bothered, Bewildered

Could H be that "Jerry's Light"

Because his centric bite is right!

"A single conversation across the table with

a wise man is better than ten years' study

of books."—H. W. Longfellow

"Reirude!"
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"I got my job through the New York Times.'

'Through experience comes faith"

10:30 P.M.



Bewitched, Bothered, Bewildered

o tf^
"Some day you'll look back at this and

laugh!"

"It has come fo the attention of the faculty

that proper clinic attire . .
."

04

n \4
J

"Exposed?"



"A Cavitron prospect!"



"If our production goes up and our sales in

crease . .
."

Stone!

"I just swallowed my inlay, what shall I do?"

"Not tomorrow, Today!"
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1955 DENTAL COLUMBIAN
EDITORIAL

Great potentialities for the advancement of den-

tistry lie within the sphere of dental education and

teaching. This advancement is to a great extent

dependent upon the calibre and training of its

educators as well as its students.

It is the responsibility of the dental teacher

to constantly instill within his students the broad

concepts and ideals of their future roles and

responsibilities.

Dentistry can be considered to be oral medicine.

Every time a dentist renders treatment he deals

with living tissues. In the light of present day

developments the dentist will have to cope with

many psychological and sociological problems, as

well, and therefore the role of the new practitioner

is multi-faceted; he is treating an individual as a

whole, and not one or more isolated teeth. It is

this orientation that I feel is of paramount im-

portance for the future of dentistry and the dentist.

The prerequisite training of dental students has

continually increased in the last twenty years.

However, the changes in dental education and the

training of its educators have not always kept pace

with the changes in predental requirements of the

students. A predominant reason for this is the

lack of men who are specifically trained in the art

of teaching, per se, as well as in their specific

subject. Very few, if any, have had the occasion to

learn modern teaching methods.

In each graduating class there are always one

or more students who are sincerely desirous of

becoming dental educators, and will become ex-

cellent teachers if they are encouraged along these

lines. I feel that it would be to the advantage of

dental education if the school faculty would

recognize these students and encourage them even

before graduation from dental school. It is after

graduation, however, that the responsibility to these

men becomes critical.

The majority of dental schools are affiliated with,

or are a part of large universities. Opportunities

for post graduate study can and should be made

available—financed by the universities on a fellow-

ship basis or by grant—for these men.

As an alternative to a fellowship program, a den-

tal school could prepare its future faculty members

on an in-training basis similar in method to that

employed by large corporations in training future

executives. These men would be appointed to the

faculty which would then proceed to train them

by an "on the job" program. At first, the emphasis

could be placed on educational courses taken at

the adjoining teachers college, with a minimum

of actual teaching situations. Gradually the num-

ber of teaching hours would increase with a sub-

sequent reduction in time spent learning educa-

tional methods (a degree in pedagogy is not

essential).



The question now arises as to whether or not

so much "in-group" experience—dental school and

post graduate study—at the same university is ac-

tually the wisest course to follow. Perhaps post

graduate study at another seat of learning would

be of the most value. This would serve to broaden

the individual's perspective as well as his education

and bring back to the new teacher's sponsoring

faculty different ideas and principles. Thus a com-

paratively small investment by the dental school

would return huge dividends for the advancement

of the profession.

Post graduate training is required in all special-

ties of dentistry. Why then is there not post

graduate training in dental education? Teaching

must be recognized as an integral part of dentistry.

Keeping in mind that a dentist must be well trained

as a professional man and equally and adequately

prepared for his responsibility as a respected mem-

ber of his community, the man who is to teach

him should also be a stable, well rounded, educated,

trained and well compensated individual.

The staff considers the 1955 issue of the Dental

Columbian one of the most significant to be pub-

lished. Because of this we have consistently and

diligently strived to achieve the goal we set.

As in any successful group endeavor, the laurels

for this publication's success lie on many heads.

Jerry Light and Arnie Rosen, by sharing with the

Editor most of the burden of countless organiza-

tional details, made the largest contributions to

the success of our publication. As Associate and

Managing Editors, Jerry, Harvey Weiner and Walt

Deutsch are proudly responsible for a great deal of

the written material. Arnie as Photography Editor

together with Sid Gordon has produced for us

all the senior "candids" and most of the faculty

pictures, as well as many others which have been

included.

Business Managers, Arnold Tiber and Al Carin,

have done a prodigious amount of work very

capably in the usually thankless job of "gathering

the loot" and attending to circulation. Ed Debler,

our talented Art Editor, and Pete Notaro have

earned a "bravo" for the line drawings and car-

toons which so well depict the student—instructor

—school situations of our "formative" years in den-

tal school. There are more—Russ Ross, Howell

Archard, Larry Fuerst and many others in the

senior class and the three lower classes, who also

have contributed many hours that were difficult

to spare.

To the ladies—Joan Howe, Jean Fisher and

Kathy Shalley and the entire stff of the Dean's

Office; to Marge, Betty, Anne and all the other

girls who helped type, lick stamps, and proofread,

we offer as their only compensation a smile of

thanks and a kiss.

And to Dr. Solomon N. Rosenstein, who this

year, as in years gone by, so unselfishly has helped

and guided us through many difficult situations

with all the wisdom of a prophet, we most cer-

tainly and sincerely say "Thank you."

Morton S. Brod
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Morton S. Brod

Associate Editors

Jerome E. Light

Walter S. Deutsch
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Harvey L. Weiner

Photography Editor

Arnold D. Rosen
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Sidney L. Gordon

Art Director

Edmund J. Debler

Assistant Art Editor

Peter J. Notaro

Business Managers

Arnold Tiber

Alfred Carin

Literary

Russell Ross

George A. Yamanaka

Robert J. Kelley

Alfred Carin

Paul Duboff

Roland J. Garofalo

Neal Storm

John K. Lind

Photography

Alan Weber

Stephen Winber

Norman Rosenblum

Business

Howell O. Archard, Jr.

Lawrence E. Fuerst

Daniel D. Epstein

John M. Rolland

Alan I. Levy

William A. Dwyer, Jr.



STUDENT COUNCIL
Seniors

Morton Brod

Angelo Corradino

Albert Gruner

Jerome Light

Juniors

Richard Feinstein

Robert Leibers

Agatha Suurkivi

Sophomores

Roland Garofalo

Alan Levy

Freshmen

William Dwyer

Dale Hopp

George Yamanaka - President

Daniel Epstein - Vice-President

Arnold Max - Secretary

Dr. Joseph Cuttita - Faculty Adviser

The Student Council, in existence for 25 years,

has a two-fold objective: to establish a more inti-

mate relationship between the faculty and the

students, and to assist in improvements of the

school. The Council functions through its control

of class and interclass activities, affecting the school

as a whole and student-faculty relationships.

During the past year, for the first time, an active

participation through regular delegates to the Co-

lumbia University Student Council was undertaken

with the purpose of attaining a greater integration

of the Dental School with the University as a whole.

George Yamanaka



WILLIAM JARVIE SOCIETY
Seniors

Irwin Dambrot

Walter S. Deutsch

Lawrence S. Fuerst

Robert B. Gutstein

Arthur C. Ingerman

Jerome E. Light

Arthur D. Misicka

Sidney Prager

Russell Ross

Arnold Tiber

George A. Yamanaka

Juniors

Richard B. Feinstein

Robert S. Klotz

Robert M. Liebers

Leo McCallum

Martin Mendelsohn

Anthony J. Pagello

Arthur S. Post

Alan D. Weber

Sophomores

Stanley Berger

Eliot G. Gesner

Raymond M. Milano

Gerald I. Roth

Walter J. Rubinstein

Robert J. Kelley - President

Harvey L. Weiner - Vice-President

Sidney L. Gordon - Secretary

Jerome A. Klees - Treasurer

Dr. Barnet M. Levy - Faculty Adviser

The William Jarvie Society was organized ap-

proximately twenty-eight years ago to encourage

interest in dental research and education. Each year

new members are elected on the basis of scholastic

standing, character, interest, and activity in research.

This year the Jarvie Society was fortunate in being

able to bring to the student body a presentation

by Dr. Carl Oman on the Cavitron technique of

cutting tooth structure We also held our annual

dinner for the initiation of new Jarvie members,

our guest speaker being Dr. Bartelstone. In Feb-

ruary, another dinner was held with Dr. Zegarelli

as our guest speaker. This has been a busy and

informative year for the Jarvie Society—a year

which has not only broadened our knowledge of

the dental field but one which has made us more

fully understand the need for continued research

and dental education.

Robert J. Kelley
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ALPHA OMEGA Eta Chapter

By the nature of his work, the dentist is confined

to his office. This confinement becomes all the more

apparent when dentistry is compared to the other

professions—notably Medicine and Law. Dentistry

has no common meeting ground for members of

the profession which is comparable to the hospital

corridor or court room in the other professions.

It is the responsibility of the individual dentist to

provide his own areas of association and continual

advancement with the profession. To this aim one

can associate himself with various post-graduate

courses, dental meetings, and clinics. Alpha Omega
strives to provide association on a fraternal and

social level which will serve to benefit the individ-

ual practitioner, and hence the profession.

The logical place to begin this relationship is

during the undergraduate years. Eta chapter is

part of an international organization representing

thirty-nine dental schools and forty-six alumni asso-

ciations. During the past year, our membership has

nearly doubled itself, and we now boast a roster

of fifty-four members. Activities have been varied,

and in addition to a number of strictly social func-

tions, as dances and soirees, we have sponsored a

series of smokers featuring speakers on various

aspects of dentistry and dental practice, which were

of interest to all classes of undergraduates, and

also stimulated large alumni turnouts. The climac-

tic event of the social calendar, as always, was the

annual initiation banquet.

In the coming years, Eta chapter hopes to con-

tinue a policy of providing valuable services to its

members and the school at large. Along these lines,

plans are under way for acquiring a dental labora-

tory, with the assistance of the national organiza-

tion, and for an expanded series of informative

lectures by leading members of the profession. The

past year has been one of great progress and ex-

pansion for Eta chapter, and hopes are that future

years will be even more fruitful.

Alfred Carin

Harvey L. Weiner
Alan D. Weber, President

Daniel Epstein, Vice President

Harvey Weiner, Treasurer

Lawrence Fuerst, Secretary

Steven Wimber, Historian

Alfred Carin, Social Chairman

Senior Class

Morton S. Brod, Irwin Dambrot, Walter S. Deutsch,

Sidney L. Gordon, Robert S. Gutstein, Sidney Prager

Junior Class

Paul Duboff, Richard B. Feinstein, Saul Finer, Joseph

Kreit, Arthur S. Post, John M. Rolland, Marvin Spodek,

Joseph D. Wirtenberg

Sophomore Class

Stanley Berger, Morton Cohen, Herbert Edelstein, Herbert

Frommer, Philip G. Frey, Frank M. Gasthalter, Leonard

M. Goldfarb, Robert L. Haas, Leonard Hammer, Karl

Heilbrunn, Norman Kohn, Robert Lester, Al Levy, Joseph

Pomerantz, Gerald Roth, Wally Rubenstein, Jack Wit-

tenberg

Freshman Class

Ronald Dubner, Walter Gutstein, Robert Isaacson, Eugene

Jacoby, Marvin Kantor, Charles Kaufman, Kenneth Levin,

Robert Lifschutz, Richard Neuberger, Morton Rennert,

Jack Rosen, Norman Rosenblum, Robert Schill, Leo Sla-

win, Charles Solomon, Neil Storm, David Wolmer



PSI OMEGA Gamma Lambda Chapter

Since its founding at the Baltimore College of

Dental Surgery in 1892, Psi Omega has meant

fidelity to fraternal relations and unselfish ideals

in the rising profession of dentistry. In this brief

span, it has risen to become one of the larger dental

brotherhoods in the United States.

The Gamma Lambda Chapter was established

in 1906. Since its inception, it has been ever constant

to the objectives of the fraternity, which are to

cultivate the social qualities of its members; to sur-

round each member with friends to whom he can

turn for advice and assistance when needed; to

secure by cooperation benefits and advantages out

of individual reach; to keep its members in touch

with other members in all parts of the world; to

assist its members in all of their laudable undertak-

ings; and to exert its influence untiringly for the

advancement of the Dental Profession, in its meth-

ods of teaching, of practice and of jurisprudence.

Man is a social animal, but Gamma Lambdans

are social lions, for never a month goes by without

at least one fraternity sponsored affair. These in-

clude informal smokers, the Halloween Dance, the

Christmas Dance, the Valentine Dance, and the

final gala event, the Senior Farewell Dinner-Dance.

Most of the credit for each year's success goes to

the graduating brothers, of whom we have fifteen

this year. Gamma Lambda sadly finds it necessary

to say farewell to these men who have weathered

the awe of freshman year, the spasticity of sopho-

more year, the flaccidity of junior year and the

work, work, work of senior year. It is our desire

that they find success and happiness in the profes-

sion of Dentistry and will always cherish the friend-

ships and memories of Gamma Lambda.

John K. Lind

William R. Golterman—Grand Master

Arthur D. Misicka—Secretary

Edmund J. Debler—Treasurer

Vincent E. Lynch—Junior Grand Master

William A. Christ—Junior Secretary

Thomas W. Portway—Junior Treasurer

Donald F. Bujak—Chief Inquisitor

Stephen R. Sinicropi—Social Chairman

Roland J. Garofalo—Chaplain

John K. Lind—Editor

Dr. Edward A. Cain Jr.
—Deputy Councilor

Dr. John Lucca—Asst. Deputy Councilor

Senior Class

Howell O. Archard Jr., Angelo A. Corradino, William

W. Dolan, Albert B. Gruner, Robert J. Kelley, Nicholas

B. Mandanis, Kenneth R. Meierdierks, Henry Muller III,

Peter J. Notaro, Robert J. Sarka, John A. Sciarrillo,

Gerald K. Sexton

Junior Class

William F. Dowling, Gerald M. Galvin Jr., George M.
Saunders

Sophomore Class

John M. Brady, Victor S. Caronia, James B. Horn, Philip

E. Koski, Frank Miele, Joseph D. Moffa, Richard D.

O'Leary, Robert D. Rhodes, John D. Sanborn, Harry J.

Ciraldo, Enrico M. Grippo, Raymond M. Milano.

Freshman Class

William A. Dwyer Jr., Robert G. Hart, Frank P. Iuorno,

Stilling F. Knight, Peter R. Mund, Nicholas R. Napoli,

Andrew C. Palermo Jr., Alfred P. Pistocchi



Dr. Joseph Schroff

B.S., M.D., D.D.S.

Frank E. Beube

L.D.S., D.D.S.

Edward V. Zegarelli

A.B., D.D.S., M.S.

OMICRON KAPPA UPSILON
Epsilon Epsilon Chapter

Dr. Joseph Schroff - President

Dr. Frank E. Beube -President-elect

Dr. Edward V. Zegarelli - Secretary-Treasurer

Omicron Kappa Upsilon, the "Phi Beta Kappa"

of Dentistry, was organized in 1914 at Northwest-

ern University Dental School as a national honor-

ary fraternity. The Greek letters and insignia chosen

for this select organization signify "Conservation

of Teeth and Health." Columbia University School

of Dental and Oral Surgery was granted its charter

in 1934, and was given the name Epsilon Epsilon

Chapter. At present, there are 74 faculty, 137 alumni

and 7 honorary members on its roster.

The constitution provides that each chapter elect

to membership not more than twelve percent of

a graduating senior class, the selection to be based

on high scholarship and outstanding character. Of

the class of 1954, the following were honored by

election to alumni membership: Dr. Charles J.

Obernesser, Dr. Howard P. Sanborn, Dr. Vincent

W. Hermida, Jr., Dr. Harold H. Itokazu, and Dr.

Adolph B. Carreiro. Elected to faculty membership

were: Dr. Jesse Lefcourt, Dr. Steven Scrivani, Dr.

George Schwendener, Dr. Kourken A. Daglian.

Each year our local chapter is permitted to elect

to Honorary Membership one and only one indi-

vidual, not necessarily a dentist, who, in the minds

of the active members, has made outstanding con-

tributions to the science and welfare of Dentistry.

This year Dr. Harold Brown, Dean of the School

of Public Health, has been so honored.

To each and every member of the class of 1955,

Omicron Kappa Upsilon extends its warmest con-

gratulations upon entering the profession of Den-

tistry. May you, at every turn in your careers, for-

ever advance the unselfish ideals which will further

elevate and dignfy our profession.

Dr. Edward V. Zegarelli
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NEY CHAYES

TECHNIC

Also

Ney
Bridge & Inlay Book

Ney
Gold Handbook

Ney
Planned Partials

The four Ney publications mentioned above

contain basic up-to-date information about Ney

golds and dental laboratory techniques. We are

glad to make them available because we feel

sure that you will find them truly useful in your

daily work. We also want to call to your atten-

tion the consulting services of the Ney Research

and Technical Departments and then, closer to

you, the availability of your local Ney Technical

Representative. You will find him particularly

helpful when you establish your practice.

NEY TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES

HOWARD W. ELDRIDGE

l 2 Ardmore Road

Framingham, Mass.

NEIL B. SWANSON
713 Groisbury Ave.

Haddonfield, N. J.

W. SCOTT ALBAN
116 Sheffield Road

Columbus 2, Ohio

JACK REINHARDT
244 N. Lincoln Ave.

Park Ridge, III.

EARL S. KENNEDY
6122 Worth St.

Dallas, Texas

WARREN T. HAMMOND
18 Mardone Ave.

San Francisco, Calif.

HARRY E. GOWER
89-51 Vanderveer St.

Queens Village, L. I., N. Y.

DAVID E. PAULEY
Route #1

Winter Garden, Fla.

BRENDON B. SCULLIN

14302 Delaware Ave.

Lakewood 7, Ohio

CART DILLINGHAM
Box 2

Kitsap, Wash.

ATHOL DICKSON
Houston, Texas

LOUIS ANDREATTA
1800 Iroquois Ave.

Long Beach, Colif.

THE I. M. NEY COMPANY
^j

HARTFORD 1. CONNECTICUT
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Urea — provided in high concentration by

the high-urea ammoniated dentifrice for-

mula—penetrates deeply into the enamel

. . . diffuses back to the surface gradually.8

Here (under the plaque) it hydrolyzes to

ammonia . . . keeps the pH alkaline for

hours 4 - 7
. .. resists the acidifying effect of

sugar hydrolysis.5
'

1 The high-urea ammo-
niated dentifrice formula also inhibits

growth of acid-producing and other po-

tentially cariogenic bacteria.3

Long-range clinical studies, as summar-
ized below, demonstrate the cariostatic

effectiveness of Amm-i-dent under actual

conditions of use.

DURATION OF STUDY
NUMBER OF PATIENTS CARIES RATE

% REDUCTION
OF CARIES

INCIDENCE BY
USING AMM-I-DENT

Total Control Test Control Amm-i-dent

4-year study,2

complete report
185 75 110 2.33 1.31 43.6%

3-year study,5

interim report
120 31 89 2.19 1.08 50.9%

2-year study, 1

interim report
60 30 30 1.60 0.96 39.6%

REFERENCES: 1. Gale, J. A.: Dent. Record 71:15.
1951. 2. Henschel, C. J. and Lieber, L.: Oral Surg..

Oral Med., and Oral Path. (Ref. to come). 3. Jen-
kins. F.N. and Wnght, D. E.: Brit. Dent. J. 90:117.
1951. 4. Lefkowitz, W. and Singer, A. J.: N. Y. St.

Dent. J. 17:159, 1951. 5. Lefkowitz, W. and Venti,

V. I.: Oral Surg.. Oral Med., and Oral Path. 4:1576,
1951. 6. Little, M. F.. Brudevold, F.. and Taylor. R.:

J. Dent. Res. (abstr.) 30:495. 1951. 7. Singer, A. J.:

Oral Surg., Oral Med., and Oral Path. 4:1568; 1951.

8. Wainwright, W. W. and Lcmoine, F. A.: J.A.D.A.
41:135, 1950.

AMM-1-DENT, INC. • Jersey City 2, N. k

THE HIGH-UREA AMMONIATED
TOOTH POWDER AND TOOTH PASTE
WHITE OR GREEN (CHLOROPHYLL)



... IN YOUR CHOICE OF

TWO OUTSTANDING TOOTH MATERIALS/

You get personalized esthetics with

Five-Phase Anteriors so easily, be-

cause they provide varied labial sur-

faces . . . co-acting proximals . . . be-

cause they are arranged in an under-

standable mold system that simplifies

proper selection and transposition of

teeth . . . because Five-Phase Anteri-

ors are made in Veri-Chrome Natural

Tooth Colors, with brilliance con-

trolled to permit the satisfactory use

of different tooth colors in the den-

ture, when required. * * *

pi* 5
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This helpful literature

$s available upon request:

1. Illustrated Moid Chart
2. 60 Personalized Five-Phase

Anterior Denture Arrangements
3. 32-page Book: Varied Labial

Surfaces and Their Relation To
Scientific Tooth Selection

UNIVERSAL DENTAL COMPANY - 48th at BROWN STREET • PHILA. 39, PA.



START RIGHT

S.S.WHITE
EQUIPMENT

When you set up in practice your aim is to build a steady reputation for professional competence. That's why

it pays to install S. S. White equipment. Scientifically engineered and attractively styled in the modern

conception, it not only supplements your skill; it conveys an instant impression of competence to your patients.

And in this important matter of favorable patient impressions we can also be of real help to you through our

free office planning service. Any S. S. White dealer will gladly show you this equipment and explain our

convenient financing plan ... or, if you prefer, write direct for detailed information.

THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.

PHILADELPHIA 5, PA.



"NU-DENT"- ftte Original and Only Genuine

VACUUM-FIRED PORCELAIN RESTORATIONS
• • Clinically Proven by 3 Years' Use • •

PORCELAIN JACK"

2-TOOTH ^OE
"WING" V*MORE TRANSLUCENT

MORE NATURAL
MDGE

• The only Vacuum-Fired Porcelain Resto-

rations fired in High Vacuum, 25 "-27.56 ".

• The only Vacuum-Fired Porcelain which
published independent testing laboratory

tests rate much Stronger, Denser, Harder

than conventionally fired porcelain.

• The only Vacuum-Fired porcelain Resto-

rations Guaranteed to Match Any Shade TORQUE

j
in Any Porcelain Shade Guide for they are JvfSiSTifsJG

carved in Nu-Dent's Special Vacuum-Firing u"CELAiN

IMIT-Bll-T" Porcelain. It is the only porcelain for-
B"'DGE

' onRCElAlN jackets, pontics, etc., in which shade can

1ACKET ke guaranteed in vacuum firing,

BRIDGE
J

Write for Test Report, Literature,

Catalogue, Price List and Mailing Aids

for Mailing Cases Post-Paid

/ilhout Weighing or Going to Post Office

NEW'PLATINUM p,NPORCELAIN VENEER
CROWN

CAST GOLD INIX«

till) I

PORCELAIN INLAYS

> NU-DENT <

NU-DENT
VACUUM FIRING

FURNACE

Candler Building PORCELA8N STUDIO, INC. 220 We st 42nd Street,

West of Broadway LAckawanna 4-3591 -2-3-4-5-6 New York 36, N. Y.

>M0UTH REHABILITATIONS IN PORCELAIN, ACRYLIC AND G0LD<



A Few Words About

COLUMBIA DENTOFORMS

From a humble start 35 years ago, Columbia Dentoforms have played an in-

creasingly important role in dental education. Today, every dental student

in the United States and Canada "cuts" his first teeth on Columbia Dento-

forms, for we supply Dentoforms to every dental college in the United

States and Canada, as well as in many other lands.

In these 35 years, there have been many improvements and additions to

Dentoforms to meet the ever more exacting demands of teachers. Today,

Dentoforms number more than a thousand and present conditions that

the student will encounter in practice. And in graduate years, Dentoforms

continue to help clinicians in postgraduate education and to help the busy

practitioner in his endless task of patient-education by showing the better

dentistry he seeks to give.

Use Columbia Dentoforms as Aids in Your Practice

Write for a copy of our Catalog No. 33

COLUMBIA DENTOFORM CORPORATION
"The House of A Thousand Models"

I 3 I East 23rd Street New York 1 0, N. Y.
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TRUBYTE BIOFORM® TEETH
THE FIRST VACUUM FIRED PORCEUAIN TEETH

...Reproduce the Lifelike and Beautiful Qualities of Healthy Natural Teeth

and

TRUBYTE® DENTURE VENEERS
. . . Reproduce the Natural Color of the Living Tissue

and the Anatomy of Natural Gum Contours

Never before has it been possible to produce so lifelike, so beautiful, so

natural looking dentures—and by such simple and easy to use methods

!

Now, for the first time, you can offer all your denture patients a com-

pletely new concept of denture service — the modern esthetic denture

with faithful reproduction of anatomy and amazingly lifelike simulation

of natural tissue color, plus the inherent advantages of the beautiful

forms, natural shades and greater strength of Trubyte Bioform Teeth.

Ask your Trubyte Dealer or Dental Laboratory to show you the new

Trubyte Bioform Veneer Denture and make your own comparison test

!

THE DENTISTS' SUPPLY COMPANY OF N.Y.
York, Pennsylvania



your professional skill merits

the finest equipment...

RITTER STOOL

-a*.

\U*
RITTER STERILIZER

CENTURY Motor
Chair and Instru-Matic Unit

The Ritter Company presents efficient,

modern dental equipment, designed to

help you make maximum use of your
priceless skills.

Smooth operating, automatic features

of Ritter equipment are planned to con-

serve your physical energy, allow you to

treat more patients. A touch of your toe

and a flick of the switch, quickly bring
the patient and the instruments to re-

quired positions.

Your selection of Ritter equipment will

create an excellent impression among

your patients as your practice grows
steadily larger.

Best of all, the Ritter Professional

Equipment Plan makes it possible for you
to start right with Ritter, with a minimum
monthly investment.

There are other services available to

help you build a successful practice, such

as Office Planning and Statistical services.

See your Ritter dealer for additional in-

formation and literature, or write to us.

Remember, your professional success is

our most sincere concern.

Ritter Company 9nc.

RITTER PARK • ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK



A Tip for Better Prophylaxis

The tip developed as the ideal

for stimulation of interproximal spaces

Two years of research and extensive investigation went into the

development of Py-co-tip. The high quality rubber is finely bal-

anced for flexibility and stiffness to stimulate blood flow in

the gingival areas. Py-co-tip is preferred by more dentists than

any other brush-affixed stimulator.

THESE FEATURES MAKE PY-CO-PAY WIDELY ACCEPTED

^^*- Straight, rigid design

^^- Small, compact head

^^*- Bristles uniformly trimmed

^^^- Proper tuft spacing

^^- Scientifically designed tip

For effective cleansing, mossoge and stimulation, prescribe

.'/\jco-paV TOOTHBRUSH «iih PY-CO-TIP
Recommended by more dentists than any other toothbrush

Pycope, Inc., Jersey City 2, N. J.

M
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• PORCELAIN
JACKET CROWN

• PORCELAIN
COPING BRIDGE

• ACRYLIC
VENEER CROWN

• ACRYLIC
ACRYPONTIC BRIDGE

Alt restorations processed

by KIDA Trained Ceramists

and Technicians

PERSONALIZED RESTORATIONS EXCLUSIVELY

136 East 57th Street, New York 22, N.Y.

• PLaza 3-1286-7-8

FOR
Faithful color blending

and anatomical

reproductions

\ TO Assure

amazingly natural

simulations of

healthy living teeth

BY
Master ceramist's

in their respective

field

AT FRED KIDA

Laboratory for skilled

craftsmanship and
quality

• NOTE: For doctors out

of town, send your case to

us by Special Delivery

mail and it will be

returned to you in just a

few days' time'.

• Complete price list and

literature available.

Write in for your copy.

FRO)

KIDA
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TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE TO LUCK?

Numerous problems will face you in launching your professional career

such as

—Where shall I locate?

—What kind of equipment will give me the most satisfaction?

—How can I finance the purchase of my equipment?

Our organization, by virtue of over forty years of experience in planning

and equipping dental offices, is in a position to tackle these problems

for you in our own friendly and reliable way. Our reputation is proven by

the satisfied alumni whose equipment we have installed and serviced.

DON'T TRUST TO LUCK — CONSULT "GENERAL"

GENERAL DENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.

19 Union Square West New York 3, N. Y.

ALgonquin 5-9100

Castle General Vision light. Special

reflector gives diffuse room illumina-

tion. Adjusts for all ceilings.

Castle "777" Speed-Clave. Instru-

ments, needles, gloves, compresses

sterilized dry, ready to use. Faster

than boiling. Fully automatic.

Castle PANOVISION. Clear, non-glaring light

for intra-oral vision. Reduces shadow and glare.

This equipment helps you start

your practice . . . and keep it growing
This combination of Castle lights

and sterilizers helps you do the best

possible job for your patients . . . and
yourself.

PanoVision reduces eye-strain

and fatigue. Makes work easier and
your day less tiring. General Vision

light gives balanced illumination to

Ca&tle

your entire office. Cuts out annoying

contrast between bright work area

and rest of room.

New "777" Speed-Clave gives you

autoclave safety at a price you can

afford. Safer, quicker, and easier

than boiling.

Talk to your Casde dealer or write

VVilmot Casde Co., Rochester, N.Y.

LIGHTS and STERILIZERS



WHAT'S WRONG HERE? WHAT'S RIGHT HERE?

OFFHAND

BOTH LOOK

EQUALLY

GOOD—

BUT

No provision for future air conditioning

No accessory outlets

Gen. il'umination poorly placed

Wrong overhead fixture

X-ray out of reach

Sink badly placed

Sterilizer too near chair

Door swings wrong way

Cabinet too far back

THIS DENTIST BOUGHT PRICE ONLY!

EVERYTHING!!
Chair, Unit, Cabinet, X-ray, Sterilizer, Sink,

ALL in proper position.

Dentist thereby gains maximum efficiency

in use of room.

Color harmonizing of equipment and room
carefully supervised.

THIS DENTIST BOUGHT QUALITY!!

From us you get the same top quality.

The best lay-out, proper supervision of

contractors during construction.

THIS WILL BE YOUR WORKING AREA FOR
SOME TIME TO COME—LET US DO IT RIGHT.

M. A. SECHTER 119 West 57 Street, N. Y. C. Circle 7-3666

For your Dental Equipment:

see the J. WURM DENTAL ENAMEL CO.

We have on hand a large selection of new and

completely re-styled used equipment that have

features of late model equipment. Fully guaran-

teed. Immediate delivery.

We specialize in refinishing and motorizing foot

pump chairs.

J. Wurm Dental Enamel Co.

11-48 46th Road

Long Island City I, N. Y. STillwell 6-5617

THROMBLEY Ql ICDC
ORTHODONTIC V LIEIxO
Manufactured of the Finest U. S. Alloy Steels-

American Instrument Makers
-by

Our complete line of the finest Ortho-

dontic Technic Pliers are fully guaranteed

. . . designed and engineered, after ex-

haustive research, to meet the exacting

requirements of the Orthodontist and Pe-

diodontist.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

GILBERT W. THROMBLEY
33 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

LOngacre 4-2252

EAST COAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR
ROCKY MOUNTAIN METAL PRODUCTS CO.

Manufacturers of the Finest Orthodontic Supplies

"TRU-CHROME"



You can't buy better

X-RAY PERFORMANCE
at any price

VARIABLE KVP 50 to 70

FOR STANDARD AND LONG
CONE TECHNIQUES

MA UP TO 15

AUTOMATIC RESET TIMER

SHOCK PROOF AND OIL IMMERSED
WALL MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE

See at your dealer's or write

for Literature

X-Ray Mfg. Corp. of America
222 Bowery New York 12, N.Y.

HU-FRIEDY, Inc.

Manufacturers of Instruments

For

ORAL SURGERY— PERIODONTIA

EXODONTIA and General Dentistry

Catalogue upon request

3118 N. Rockwell St. Chicago 18,

It's NEW . . . It's MOBILE . . .

It's an AMERICAN CABINET!

New styling, new colors, practical

mobility, work-saving features pro-

fessional men have come to expect

in American Cabinets. Think of the

convenience— visualize it in your
new office—ask your dealer to show
you American Cabinet No. 180.

No wonder more dentists use Amer-
ican Cabinets than any other make!

a¥/xuni£ton.
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
TWO RIVERS • WISCONSIN

ONE MOMENT, PLEASE...

. . see your Weber dealer FIRST

before you decide

The Weber

Dental Mfg. Company

Canton 5, Ohio
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medical center

book store

630 WEST 168th ST., N.Y.C. 32, N.Y.

Best Wishes and a Warm Welcome

Association of

Dental Alumni of

Columbia University

START RIGHT...

START LIGHT

With a light financial burden, of course. You can do it,

and have the outfit you've always planned, if you'll come
to Rubinstein. For here you'll find a floor-full of smart.

modern equipment at prices that ease the burden of those

first, "difficult" years.

COME IN SOON.

Rubinstein Dental

Equipment Corp.
Headquarters for Rebuilt Equipment

141 Fifth Avenue New York City At 21st Street

LAckawanna 4-0126

There is no substitute for experience

—

Ours has been many years to the profession.

Walter Dental Supply Co.

233 WEST 42nd STREET

NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK

Equipment - Supplies - Universal Teeth - Gold

Stone Dental Supply Co.
Dental Supplies, Equipment and Gold

571 WEST 168th STREET

New York 32, N.Y.

TOmpkins 7-0731

Bob Remick - Ed Nadel
INSURANCE REPRESENTATIVES

The New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.

THE SCHMIDT AGENCY

270 MADISON AVENUE

New York, N.Y.

MUrray Hill 5-7200



Senior Directory

HOWELL O. ARCHARD, JR.

160 Columbia Heights

Brooklyn, New York

WILLIAM C. BOBOLIA
118 Depew Street

Peekskill, New York

MORTON S. BROD
R.F.D. #1

Canaan, New York

ALFRED CARIN
3965 Sedgwick Avenue

Bronx 63, New York

ANGELO A. CORRADINO
718 E. 217th Street

Bronx 67, New York

IRWIN DAMBROT
110 Seaman Avenue

New York 34, New York

EDMUND J. DEBLER
104-03 196th Street

Hollis 7, New York

WALTER S. DEUTSCH
900 Avenue H
Brooklyn 30, New York

WILLIAM W. DOLAN
Skaneateles, New York

MURRAY EDELMAN
252-08 58th Avenue

Little Neck 62, New York

LAWRENCE E. FUERST
100 Woodruff Avenue

Brooklyn 26, New York

WILLIAM R. GOLTERMAN
285 Hart Avenue

Staten Island 10, New York

SIDNEY L. GORDON
1520 Crotona Park East

Bronx 60, New York

ALBERT B. GRUNER
Davis Avenue

Port Jefferson Station, New York

ROBERT B. GUTSTEIN
1635 Putnam Avenue

Brooklyn 27, New York

LAWRENCE HERMANN
1155 E. 24th Street

Brooklyn, New York

ARTHUR C. INGERMAN
515 W. 168th Street

New York 32, New York

ROBERT J. KELLEY
41 Park Place

Meriden, Connecticut

BERTHOLD KUERER
224 E. 165th Street

Bronx 56, New York

FRANK G. LANDRY
19 Cedars Road

Caldwell, New Jersey

JEROME E. LIGHT
610 W. 110th Street

New York 25, New York

NICHOLAS P. MANDANIS
299 South Spring Street

Spartanburg, South Carolina

KENNETH MEIERDIERKS
44 Colton Avenue

Sayville, New York

ARTHUR D. MISICKA
147-18 Jasmine Avenue

Flushing 55, New York

HENRY MULLER III

136 W. 13th Street

New York, New York

PETER NOTARO
1689 66th Street

Brooklyn, New York

SIDNEY PRAGER
75-10 Utopia Parkway

Flushing 66, New York

ARNOLD D. ROSEN
175 Pinehurst Avenue

New York 33, New York

RUSSELL ROSS
2050 College Street

Jacksonville 4, Florida

ROBERT J. SARKA
4041 Murdock Avenue

New York 66, New York

JOHN A. SCIARRILLO
156 Sherman Avenue

New York 34, New York

GERALD K. SEXTON
30 Edwin Court

East Rockaway, New York

ARNOLD TIBER
163 Scholes Street

Brooklyn 6, New York

HARVEY L. WEINER
1750 Montgomery Avenue

Bronx 53, New York

GEORGE A. YAMANAKA
415 W. 118th Street

New York 27, New York
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